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ABSTRACT
COMPUTATIONAL STUDY OF DROPLET AND CAPSULE FLOW
IN CHANNELS WITH INERTIAL EFFECTS
by
Robert Carroll
University of New Hampshire, December 2014
The flow of droplets and capsules in channels is important for a variety of industrial and
biological applications. Droplet flow is common in microfluidic devices and emulsion processing
as well as oil recovery from porous materials. Capsules are used to encapsulate sensitive materials
and can be used to study the mechanical properties of biological cells. A computational method
was developed to study the two-phase flow of drops with and without surfactants, and capsules
surrounded by a thin elastic membrane. This new computational method allowed for the inclusion
of inertial effects on droplet and capsule flow which has not received much attention in the past.
Results are presented for both the steady flow in straight cylindrical channels, and the transient
flow in response to sudden expansions or contractions in the channel diameter. Increasing the
Reynolds number was seen to cause non-monotonic trends in the capsule deformation and velocity.
Parameters such as the drop viscosity and presence of surfactants were seen to have smaller effects
when the Reynolds number became large. Capsules flowing in channels were seen to have limiting
elastic capillary numbers above which no stable shape could be found. The transient deformation
of drops and capsules moving through expansions depended strongly on the shape of the drop
xx

upstream of the expansion. The transient deformation increased with the capillary number up to a
limiting value. The flow of droplets through channels was seen to produce large deformations that
could break the drop apart at low viscosity ratios. The inclusion of inertial effects caused increases
in the transient deformation as well as oscillations as the drops relaxed back into their steady shape.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
The flow of individual drops or capsules in confining channels is of interest in a variety of
applications including flow through porous media [1], droplet microfluidics [2, 3], and medical
diagnostic devices [4, 5]. Droplets have found use in microfluidic devices where they can be used
as individual micro reactors that can form massively parallel reaction systems. Droplet flow is
also important in the polymer industry where carefully crafted emulsions can be used to achieve
certain material properties. The capsule model has been used to understand the mechanical
properties of biological cells. Recently there has been interest in using the mechanical properties
of cells as indicator of various disease states [6]. The current study focuses on the flow of both
droplets and capsules in channels.

1.1 Droplet Flow
Early interest in the physics of droplet flow came from Fairbrother and Stubbs [7] who
investigated the use of bubbles to measure flow rates in capillary tubes. Taylor [8], followed
shortly by several other authors [9, 10, 11] conducted experiments to examine the flow of long
bubbles focusing on the thin film of fluid left behind the bubble on the tube wall. In these studies,
a single large bubble traveled at a constant velocity, V , through a cylindrical channel filled with
a viscous bulk fluid. The drops took a common form consisting of a curved front cap that quickly
transitioned into a long, thin film region followed by an end cap. These studies showed that the
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film thickness, and correspondingly, the bubble velocity depended only on the ratio of viscous
forces to surface tension represented by the capillary number, Ca.
Bretherton [12] used a lubrication analysis to describe the flow in the thin film between the
bubble and the wall and showed that for low capillary numbers, the film thickness would scale as
Ca2/3. Bretherton also showed that the film thickness would increase by a factor of 22/3 as the
droplet viscosity tended to infinity. This analysis however, was only valid for a range of capillary
numbers as disagreement with experimental evidence is seen at both large and very small Ca.
Aussillous and Quéré [13] used a simple scaling argument, recently put on a stronger physical
basis by Klaseboer et al. [14], to derive a semi-empirical expression, known as Taylor’s law, valid
for Ca = O(1) which matches quite well with data available in the literature. Park and Homsy [15]
formalized Bretherton’s original lubrication analysis into a modern asymptotic approach that was
later extended to viscous drops by Hodges et al. [16]. A full solution to the Stokes flow problem
for inviscid bubbles was first solved numerically using a stream function formulation by Reinelt
and Saffman [17], which was followed by more numerical studies on bubbles [18, 19] and drops
[20, 21, 22]. These studies matched quite well with the early experimental work of Taylor as well
as more recent experimental work [23, 24, 25].
The previous studies had focused primarily on bubbles or drops much longer than the channel
diameter in order to study the film thickness. Smaller drops find use in microfluidics and emulsion
processing [26, 27] and are typically studied in terms of relative velocity and flow resistance.
When the drop radius is much less than the tube radius, the drop stays approximately spherical
allowing for another branch of analytical solutions. Hetsroni [28] used the method of reflections
to derive an expression for the velocity of undeformed drops that shows a quadratic dependence
on size and is a decreasing function of drop viscosity. Brenner [29] used Hetsroni's solution and
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the reciprocal theorem to derive an expression for the extra pressure loss, which could either be
positive or negative depending on the viscosity of the drop. Hyman and Skalak [30] solved for the
flow field in and around a drop using an eigenfunction expansion for the stream function. This
study produced highly accurate tabulated results for the velocity and extra pressure drop. These
early studies are based on undeformed drops and therefore are only accurate when the drop is
small, or the surface tension is sufficiently large, so that the deviation from a spherical shape is
small.
The full, free boundary, problem for deformable drops or capsules is analytically intractable
requiring experiments and numerical simulations. Ho and Leal [31] experimentally studied the
motion of neutrally buoyant drops reporting the velocity and extra pressure loss for Newtonian
and viscoelastic drops at low Reynolds number. They found the velocity to be a decreasing
function of drop size and the ratio of drop to bulk viscosity, confirming previous analytical work.
Tsai and Miksis [32], Martinez and Udell [22], and Lac and Sherwood [33] used the boundary
integral technique to solve the Stokes flow problem for deforming drops. These numerical studies
extended the earlier works to a wider range of capillary numbers and viscosity ratios. Their
numerical results along with the results presented in this dissertation systematically overpredict
the drop velocity as compared to Ho and Leal's study. They also examined the deformation
including the convex surface at the trailing end of large capillary number drops. Lac and Sherwood
studied drop stability showing drop breakup due to a re-entrant cavity at the trailing end. Olbricht
[34] observed a similar breakup mechanism and provided limiting, maximum capillary numbers
for stable drop flow as a function of drop size and viscosity ratio.
The behavior of droplets has been extensively studied both theoretically and numerically
in the Stokes flow regime. Analytical results have been found by neglecting inertial effects as the
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equations of motion become linear. Recently the effects of inertia have been investigated
experimentally and numerically for the Bretherton problem [35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41] with only
a few studies concerning small drops [42, 43]. A limited amount of analytical work on inertial
effects in the Bretherton problem has also been performed [13, 44, 45]. The general conclusion is
that increasing the Reynolds number, in some cases, can cause the film to initially thin while at
large Reynolds numbers the film thickens. In addition, the extra pressure drop was found to
increase especially for low capillary number flows. These large Reynolds number flows are also
prone to oscillations in the drop shape as seen in [41]. This instability was not seen in the studies
that only simulated the flow near the front proportion of an infinitely long bubble.
Bretherton’s analytical result, though confirmed in numerical simulations, often under
predicted the film thickness in experiments at very low Ca. Both Bretherton [12] and Schwartz
et al. [10] suggested that surfactants could cause this film thickening by modifying the boundary
condition at the interface. Surfactants are chemicals that preferentially adsorb at the interface
between two fluids and lower the interfacial tension. These chemicals have a large number of
industrial applications including the formation of stable emulsions and in enhanced oil and natural
gas recovery [46]. Surfactants also play a major role in microfluidics in the creation and stability
of droplets [47]. In the absence of motion, surfactants adsorb uniformly onto the fluid interface
lowering the surface tension isotropically. When the fluid is in motion, surfactants are advected
along the interface leading to gradients in surfactant concentration and interfacial tension. These
interfacial tension gradients are known as Marangoni stresses; and they typically oppose the flow
at the interface. For translating drops, the flow around the drop tends to sweep the surfactants
towards the rear of the drop leading to an opposing Marangoni stress resulting in a slower
translation speed [48, 49]. The effects of surfactants on fluid flow can be quite hard to predict as
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they depend on the relationship between the concentration and interfacial tension as well as the
various competing transport processes on the surface of the drop.
The effect of surfactants on the Bretherton problem has been studied analytically by several
authors [50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55] demonstrating the film thickening effect proposed earlier. Full
numerical simulations for flowing deformable drops with surfactants in the Stokes flow regime
have been performed using boundary integral techniques [56, 57, 58, 59, 60]. These studies
highlight the effect of the different transport processes on droplet flow as well as the different
surface tension constitutive equations. The general effect of surfactants on droplet flow is to
decrease the drop velocity and increase the extra pressure drop with the magnitude of these effects
depending on the relative surfactant transport rates. For flows with surfactants at finite Reynolds
number, most of the work is for gas bubbles [61, 62, 63, 64, 65] where the inner phase plays little
role in the solution.

1.2 Capsule Flow
The case of thin walled elastic capsules has seen less attention than the flow of droplets.
Capsules consist of liquids or gels enclosed by a thin walled elastic membrane. Capsules are used
to protect or compartmentalize sensitive internal compounds and find use in industrial applications
and can also be used as a model for biological cells [66, 67, 68]. Artificial capsules can be made
in a variety of sizes and materials which affects the relative strength of the membrane and controls
its large deformation behavior [69]. These synthetic capsules are used for drug delivery and
enzyme immobilization where controlling the release of the internal substance is very important.
If the capsule is subjected to a large enough strain the membrane can fail and release the internal
contents. Even if the capsule does not fail it can plastically deform which can alter the rate of
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diffusion of a drug through the membrane. The deformation of a capsule in response to stress
needs to be studied to ensure that the capsule maintains its structural integrity [70].
Capsules can also be used to model the mechanical aspect of biological cells. Human red
blood cells, RBC, have received a lot of attention as they have a relatively simple, non-nucleated
interior, which can be modeled as a Newtonian liquid [71]. RBC’s ability to deform into small
capillaries is important for understanding the flow in the microcirculation [72, 73, 74]. The ability
of RBC’s to deform can be compromised by a variety of diseases including Sickle Cell [75],
Hypercholesterolemia [76], and Diabetes [77]. These diseases among others, are known to affect
the properties of the RBC membrane causing it to stiffen. These affected cells can block capillaries
leading to poor microcirculation. By studying the flow of capsules we can better understand how
the elastic properties of cellular membranes affect the overall flow in the microcirculation. In
addition, microfluidic devices can be created that sort cells based on deformability [78, 6].
The capsule model typically treats the artificial capsule or biological cell as a fluid droplet
contained within a two dimensional elastic membrane. The membranes are typically thin enough
compared to overall capsule size that treating the membrane as a two dimensional structure is a
valid approximation [79, 80]. For two dimensional membranes elastic stresses are replaced by
elastic tensions per unit length. The membrane is governed by a constitutive equation that relates
the local deformation to the elastic tensions. Different constitutive equations are available that can
simulate different materials including rubber-like artificial capsules [81], or nearly area
incompressible biological cells [82]. At small deformations, the different constitutive equations
can be shown to reduce to Hooke’s linear law.
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The flow of suspensions in channels has long been studied for a variety of different particles.
Most of the earlier works focused on suspensions of droplets or bubbles [31]. The flow of
deformable capsules is a more difficult problem that requires solving the coupled fluid-structure
interaction. Lee and Fung [83] provided early experimental evidence on the flow of artificial
capsules in cylindrical channels. The rupture of red blood cells flowing in small pores was studied
by Chien [84]. Early analytical work on capsule flow was performed by Secomb [85] using a
lubrication analysis for a tightly fitting capsule. Advances in microencapsulation and microfluidic
devices have renewed interest in the study of the flow of capsules and cells in channels. New
numerical techniques have allowed for the in depth study of the strain developed in the capsule
giving insight into experiments conducted on capsules. Boundary integral studies first used for
droplet flow were adapted to capsules by Barthes-Biesel [86]. Inverse analyses have been used to
calculate material properties from capsule deformation in channel flow [87, 88]. Knowing the
level of stress and strain in a cell in blood vessels is also very important for understanding
microcirculation. Red blood cells are known to release adenosine triphosphate, ATP, when they
experience large shear rates. The release of ATP causes the surrounding capillary to dilate
increasing the flow and reducing the shear on the RBC [71]. Therefore accurately predicting the
stress in capsule membranes during flow is important. The ability to track such quantities as local
membrane stress makes numerical simulations a valuable tool in studying cellular mechanics.

1.3 Research Objectives
A very few studies have include finite Reynolds numbers for either capsule or droplet flow.
The boundary integral techniques that are effective for the Stokes flow problem cannot treat inertial
effects without modifications that reduce their computational efficiency. When inertial effects are
included, the entire flow domain must be discretized, not just the fluid boundary. In the current
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study, a coupled Volume-of-Fluid (VOF)-front tracking method [89, 90, 91] is used. In this
method, the two fluids are tracked by resolving the motion of the interface as represented by a
series of material points. The front tracking method allows for accurate computations of surface
tension forces required for low capillary number flows. The interfacial stress boundary conditions
are applied as forces distributed to the fluid locally to the interface. This numerical method allows
for the coupling of inertial and surfactant effects in the study of droplet flow for a range of drop
sizes and viscosities that has not yet been examined. The mains goals of this research are to


create a new numerical method for multiphase flows capable of investigating
membrane bound capsules at finite Reynolds numbers,



examine the steady flow of droplets in channels with and without surfactants at low to
moderate Reynolds numbers,



examine the steady flow of capsules with different membrane constitutive equations
in cylindrical channels at low and high Reynolds numbers, and



investigate transient deformations or droplets and capsules flowing through rapid
expansions and contractions.

The governing equations and problem formulation are presented in Chapter 2. The numerical
method and initial software validation is presented in Chapter 3. The steady flow of droplets and
capsules in straight cylindrical channels is discussed in Chapters 4 and 5 respectively. In Chapter
6 we present results for droplets and capsules flowing through expansions and contractions.
Conclusion and recommendations for extending this research are found in Chapter 7. In the rest
of the dissertation we refer to both capsules and drops generically as drops and reserve capsules
for when talking specifically about membrane covered drops.
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Chapter 2

Problem Formulation
In this dissertation we are interested in the flow of droplets and capsules in cylindrical
channels at finite Reynolds numbers. The governing equations for this problem are highly nonlinear even when the flow is in the linear Stokes regime due to the non-linear boundary conditions.
The few analytical results that are available are in the Stokes flow regime. These solutions rely on
perturbing the solution around an already known shape, typically a spherical drop. These solutions
cannot treat large deformations but have proved useful in validating numerical methods. In general
there are very few analytical solutions for two phase flows that attempt to include inertial effects.
We therefore resort to numerical techniques to solve the full non-linear problem.
This dissertation focuses on the steady motion of droplets in straight channels and the
transient motion in channels with sudden expansions or contractions. For the steady motion of a
drop the domain is a short section of the channel that is set in a moving reference frame that tracks
the drop’s motion. The expansion and contraction flow simulations use a domain consisting of
two different diameter channels connected by a rapid expansion. The transient simulations are set
in an inertial reference frame fixed on the channel.

2.1 Model Problem
In this dissertation we consider the flow of axially symmetric drops in cylindrical channels.
The problem is set in cylindrical coordinates (r,z,θ), with all θ dependence neglected. The domain
9

is divided in two regions comprising the drop and the suspending fluid as seen in figure 1. The
drop phase is fluid one and the suspending phase is fluid two. The location of the interface
separating the two phases is denoted by xs. The interface is described as a function of the arc
length, s, as measured from the rear of the drop. We introduce the surface normal vector, n, that
points out from the drop into the suspending fluid. In the axisymmetric formulation there are two
tangential surface vectors; the meridional tangential vector, tm, that points in the direction of
increasing arc length, and the azimuthal tangential vector, tθ, points in the θ direction. Inside of
the drop there is viscosity, 1 , and density, 1 , with the fluid properties outside of the drop given
as  2 and  2 .

Figure 2-1. Description of droplet geometry and surface vectors. The flow is from the left to the
right with the arc length starting from the rear of the drop where s = 0.

A closer look at the local surface geometry can be seen in Figure 2-2 where a small
differential patch of the surface is shown. The differential patch is defined by two surface
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curvilinear coordinates, ds and dθ, representing the meridional and azimuthal directions. From
these we can define the two tangent vectors of the local surface plane as
tm 

x s
,
s

t 

x s
.


(2.1)

The two principal curvatures,  m and  , are related to the two tangent vectors and are defined as

 mn 

t s
1

n,
s Rm

 n 

t s
1

n.
 R

(2.2)

where Rm and R are the radii of curvature. In the axisymmetric formulation the surface curvature
can be described in terms of the two principal curvatures however, in more general surfaces a
curvature tensor may be required [92]. The principal curvatures are important surface quantities
as they play a major role in the stress balance at the interface. Surface or membrane tensions only
act in the plane of the interface and it would therefore seem that an interface could not support a
load normal to the surface. However, surfaces have a local curvature which directs a portion of
the in-plane tension normal to the surface. The larger the curvature of the surface the more force
is directed normal to the surface. Regions of large curvature will therefore tend to push the
surrounding fluid into regions of lower curvature. The equilibrium shape of the interface between
two fluids at rest, without external forcing, will be spherical, as it is a surface of constant curvature.
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Figure 2-2. Local surface geometry showing membrane tensions and bending moments.

When considering the interface between two fluids the surface tension acts isotropically
although it may vary with position. In this sense the surface tension between two fluids can be
considered as a scalar quantity. However when considering the interface of an elastic capsule the
tension does not behave isotropically. The tension within the two dimensional membrane is a
tensorial quantity. Due to the axisymmetric nature of the problem and the isotropy of the
membrane there are no in-plane shear tensions and the only non-zero components of the tension
tensor are Tmm and Tθθ [93]. As seen in Figure 2-2, the principal components of the tension are in
that same direction as the local coordinate basis and principal curvatures.
In addition to the in-plane tensions there is a transverse shear tension q  qt m , and bending
moments Mmm and Mθθ. The transverse shear tension results from a torque balance involving the
bending moments. As all real capsules have a finite thickness there will exist a resistance to
12

bending rigidity that leads to bending moments. As a result of axisymmetry, the bending moments
are only in the principal directions of the surface. These bending moments play an important role
in determining how the capsule will respond to compressive tensions. In the absence of any
bending resistance, a membrane in compression will form wrinkles as a two-dimensional structure
cannot support any compressive loads [94]. The formation of wrinkles increases the local area
and relieves the compressive stress. The pattern of wrinkling is in part determined by the bending
resistance. Numerical simulations of wrinkled surfaces is still a challenging task and the addition
of a small amount of bending rigidity is used as a way of preventing the surface from wrinkling.

2.2

Flow axisymmetry
In the current simulations the drop is large enough that the hydrodynamic forces between

the drop and channel wall keep the drop fixed on the centerline. It is known that small particles
can migrate across streamlines in channel flow concentrating in specific radial locations [95]. In
particular, inertial effects can cause small particles to preferentially move to an equilibrium
position that is not on the centerline. This effect has been used for separating particles or cells, in
microfluidic devices, based on size and deformability [96, 97]. However as the drop size gets
larger, the gap between the drop surface and the wall becomes smaller. The viscous stress in the
gap between the drop and the channel force large drops to stay on the centerline of the flow [12].
In the current simulations the density of the two phases is set to be equal so that the drop is neutrally
buoyant. We assume that any gravitational effect is small compared to the hydrodynamic forces
and neglect gravity completely. We therefore consider this flow to be axially symmetric in
accordance with previous work on cylindrical channel flow [16, 60, 98]. This allows us to focus
on the flow in only the r-z plane, reducing the problem from three to two dimensions. This reduces
the computational expense and greatly simplifies the implementation of the interface tracking.
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2.3 Governing Equations
The governing equations for fluid flow are the Navier-Stokes system, (2.3) and (2.4), which
represent conservation of momentum and mass respectively [99, 100]
  u 
t

     uu    g +   

(2.3)


     u   0.
t

(2.4)

Here ρ is the density, u is the velocity vector, g is the gravitational acceleration, and  is the stress
tensor.

For

incompressible,

Newtonian

fluids,

the

stress

tensor

is

defined

as

T
   PI +  u   u   , where μ is the viscosity, P is the pressure and I is the identity tensor.



The governing equations are written in conservative form in preparation for their numerical
discretization to better conserve momentum when solving for flows with varying properties [101].
The fluids are assumed to be isothermal and isotropic so that the density and viscosity are constant
within each phase. We also assume that the interface remains isothermal and neglect any heats of
adsorption for surfactants or mechanical dissipation within the capsule membrane. In the current
study we focus on the flow of incompressible liquids so the second equation reduces to
u = 0

(2.5)

which states that the divergence of the velocity field is zero everywhere. This equation does not
conserve mass but rather enforces incompressibility of the fluid. When equation (2.5) is used the
pressure field no longer represents the familiar thermodynamic pressure, but instead a pressure
like quantity that ensures the velocity field remains divergence free [102]. For incompressible
flows, the pressure can be considered to be a Lagrange multiplier, or constraint on the momentum
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equation [103]. The exact form of the pressure equation depends how on equations (2.3) and (2.5)
are coupled numerically as will be seen in section 3.10.

2.4

Boundary Conditions at the Interface
With the geometry of the surface set, we can describe the boundary conditions between the

two fluids. We present a general description of the interfacial boundary conditions, a more in
depth discussion of interfacial properties including viscous effects can be found in [99, 104]. From
conservation of mass arguments the kinematic condition is written as

u1  n  u2  n  u x  n,

(2.6)

where ui is the velocity vector in either phase and u x is the velocity of the interface. The
assumption that the fluid velocity is continuous across the interface and as such a no slip condition
applies to the tangential components of the velocity as
u1  u1  n  n  u2  u2  n  n  u x  u x  n  n.

(2.7)

Combining the two equation results in an advection equation for the interface
dx s
 u1  u 2
dt

(2.8)

which states that the interface moves with the local velocity of the surrounding fluid. Other studies
on the flow of droplets only apply the kinematic condition (2.6) when determining the deformation
of the interface [105]. The tangential component of the motion does not affect the shape of the
interface however it does play an important role in transport along the interface. Both advection
equations can be used and we choose to use (2.8) as it better captures the translation motion of the
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drop. It is important to note that the transport equation for surface quantities such as the surfactant
concentration will depend on the form of equation (2.8).
In addition to the conditions on the velocity of the fluid, we must also consider the viscous
stress at the interface. The stress is continuous in the fluids up to the interface where there is a
finite jump. The jump in stress, f, is due to the tension in the interface and is related to its curvature.
The stress balance is written in terms of a difference in the level of fluid stress in the two fluids at
the interface.

 1  2  n = f.

(2.9)

The form of f depends on the type of interface, (fluid/elastic), and is normally decomposed into
normal and tangential components.

2.4.1 Fluid Interface
At the interface between two fluids there will be a surface tension that arises from an excess
surface energy between two different substances. For such an interface the normal stress balance
is written as

P2  P1  n  (τ1  τ2 )  n     n     m    ,

(2.10)

where τ represents the deviatoric component of the stress tensor,  is the local surface tension, and
n is twice the mean curvature of the surface or equivalently, the sum of the two principal

curvatures. The tangential stress balance in the meridional direction is given as
t m   ( τ1  τ 2 )   n  
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,
s

(2.11)

where 

s

represents the derivative along the arc length. When the surface tension is constant

along the interface the right hand side of (2.11) disappears. Variations in surface tension can arise
due to the presence of surfactants or variations in temperature. These gradients in surface tension
are known as Marangoni stresses. In the current axisymmetric formulation the tangential balance
in the θ direction is identically zero

2.4.2 Capsule Interface
For capsules the mass of the capsule is assumed to be negligible so that the acceleration of
the interface can be neglected. The stress jump at the interface is balanced by the tensions within
the membrane. For capsules with bending moments the overall stress balance takes the following
form

( 1  2)  n  s   T  qn ,

(2.12)

where  s is the surface gradient operator defined as  s  (I  nn)  , which represents the gradient
operator acting in the plane of the interface. The normal component of the stress balance is written
as

P2  P1  n  ( τ1  τ 2 )  n   mTmm   T 

1   rq 
.
r s

(2.13)

The normal stress jump is comprised of the product of membrane tensions and their corresponding
surface curvatures along with a component related to the derivative of the transverse shear stress.
The tangential stress balance only has a component in the meridional direction and is given as
 T
T T  r   q  .
t m  ( τ1  τ 2 )  n    mm  mm θθ
m 
r
s
 s
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(2.14)

The tangential balance is more complicated for the case of an elastic membrane than for a fluid
interface, as there are two additional terms corresponding to the difference in the principal tensions
and the addition of transverse shear tensions.

2.5 Boundary Conditions on the Channel
The current problem focused on rigid walled channels.

As such we enforce the no

penetration and no slip conditions on all channel walls denoted  w . As some of the simulations
are in moving reference frames we include the, reference velocity uref, in the boundary conditions.

ur
uz

w
w

 0,
 uref .

(2.15)

At the channel inlet we specify a Poiseuille flow profile

ur  0,
  r 2 
u z  2 1      uref .
 R 



(2.16)

At the channel outlet we set the radial component of the velocity to zero and set the normal
derivative of the axial component of the velocity to zero
ur

z Z

uz
z

 0,
 0.

(2.17)

z Z

On the z-axis we use the symmetry and zero flux conditions
ur

r 0

u z
r

 0,
 0.

r 0
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(2.18)

2.6 Surfactant Modeling
If surfactants are present in either phase they will tend to adsorb at the interface. The fluid
motion around the interface will both convect the surfactants and deform the interface. The surface
tension is related to the surfactant concentration through an equation of state. There are many
different models that describe the behavior of surface tension in the presence of surfactants [106].
In this dissertation the surface tension is modelled using the Langmuir model. A derivation of this
model starts with the Gibb’s isotherm which relates surface tension to the surfactant concentration
on the interface Γ, and the bulk concentration C, as


C 
,
RT C

(2.19)

where R is the gas constant and T is the temperature. The Langmuir adsorption model postulates
that the surfactant in the bulk fluid adsorbs onto the interface in a monolayer at a rate proportional
to the number of free sites and bulk concentration. The surfactant flux towards the interface j⋅n, is
given as

jn   e



Ead
RT

C      d e



Ed
RT

,

(2.20)

where δ and αd are adsorption and desorption coefficients, Ead and Ed are activation energies of
adsorption and desorption, and Γ∞ is the surfactant saturation concentration which represents the
maximum monolayer surfactant concentration. The equilibrium surfactant concentration is
eq 

C

 d E RT E
C
e

ad
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d

.

(2.21)

When equation (2.21) is substituted into (2.23) the Langmuir equation of state for surfactants is
found to be



 eq   o   RT ln 1 


where

 
,
 

(2.22)

 0 is the surface tension in the absence of surfactants. This equation can be written in non-

dimensional form as
 eq

 
 1   ln 1 
,
0
  

where  

  RT

dissertation.

0

(2.23)

, is the Gibb’s elasticity number which we fix at 0.2 for all the simulations in this

While equation (2.23) is only valid when the interface concentration is at

equilibrium with its surroundings, it is assumed to hold for all surfactant concentrations and does
indeed fit experimental data for surface tension [106]. If the activation energies in equation (2.20)
are allowed to be functions of the local concentration we would recover the Frumkin isotherm.
The Frumkin isotherm model can be used for surfactants that behave either repulsively or
cohesively towards each other. The interactions between surfactants plays an important role in the
development of Marangoni stresses [107]. At low surfactant concentrations, the variation of
surface tension with concentration will display a linear relationship. The linear model has been
used by other authors to derive analytical solutions due to its simplicity [108]. As the surfactant
concentration approaches the saturation value the surface tension varies more rapidly with Γ,
resulting in larger Marangoni stresses. This can be seen in the plot of surface tension versus
surfactant concentration in Figure 2-3. The Langmuir model can predict unphysical, negative
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surface tensions as Γ/Γ∞ approaches one. We have therefore set a minimum nondimensional
surface tension to be 0.05 of the non-dimensionalized surface tension.

Figure 2-3. Surface tension as a function of surfactant concentration for the Langmuir model and
the linear model. In the Langmuir model the tension rapidly drops off as Γ/Γ∞ approaches one.

The surfactant concentration follows a convection diffusion equation specifically written
for a two dimensional, deformable interface. A derivation of the surfactant transport equation can
be found in [109] with clarifications given by Blyth and Pozrikidis [110] and Wong et al. [111].
The equation governing the transport of surfactants on a deforming interface in a general form is
d
  u s  w   s      s  u s  u  n    n    Ds  2s ,
dt

(2.24)

where us is the tangential component of the velocity at the interface, w is the tangential component
of the velocity of the material points on the interface, and Ds is the surface diffusivity of the
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surfactant along the interface. Here the time derivative of Γ is understood to mean the time
derivative following a material point on the interface or the material derivative. In the current
simulations the tangential component of the material points velocity w, is taken to be us, (see
equation(2.8)). With this choice equation (2.26) becomes
d
    s  u s  u  n    n    Ds  2s .
dt

(2.25)

The first term on the right hand side represents the local area dilation of the interface and the
second term represents diffusion along the interface. If surfactants are allowed to adsorb and
desorb from the interface, following the Langmuir model, a flux term can be added (2.25) as
d
    s  u s  u  n    n    Ds  2s    C         d .
dt

(2.26)

The adsorption and desorption coefficients are taken to be constants, due to the isothermal, noninteracting nature of the surfactants considered in this dissertation. In the current dissertation the
simulations are limited to the adsorption-desorption limited regime. This means that adsorption
and desorption is the limiting step in the transfer of surfactants from the bulk fluid to the interface.
With this assumption the transport in the bulk fluid is fast enough to maintain a uniform
concentration of surfactants in the fluid, including the sublayer near the surface. This allows us to
take the bulk concentration C, in equation (2.28), as a constant. This simplifies the problem as we
do not have to solve a convection diffusion equation in the surrounding fluid in addition to the one
along the interface.

2.7 Membrane Mechanics
For capsules with elastic membranes a constitutive equation is required that relates the
tension in the membrane to the deformation [81].
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The simplest law available is the two

dimensional version of Hooke’s law in which the stress is directly proportional to the strain. This
linear relationship only holds for small deformations. Artificial capsules made of polymerized
materials can undergo large deformations where the linear approximation is no longer valid [69,
70]. A hyperelastic membrane law is used to characterize the nonlinear strain relationships at these
larger deformations. For hyperelastic materials the stress in the membrane is derived from a strain
energy density function, W. As the strain energy function can take many different forms it can
reproduce a variety of stress strain relationships including strain hardening, and strain softening
materials.
The derivation of the elastic tension follows [80] and [112]. The deformation of the capsule
membrane is characterized with the surface deformation tensor Fs, as

Fs   I  nn  

x s
 I  nrnr  ,
x sr

(2.27)

where xsr and nr represent the position and normal vectors in the reference membrane state. The
surface deformation tensor Fs, represents the in-plane deformation of the membrane surface. From
the deformation tensor the surface Green-Lagrange strain tensor Es, is defined as
Es 

1 T
Fs  Fs   I  n r n r   .
2

(2.28)

This tensor represents a rotationally independent measure of the strain in the surface. Then tension
in the membrane is found by taking derivatives of W with respect to the strain. In order for the
tension to be independent of the underlying coordinate basis the strain is described in terms of the
tensor invariants of Es. We first identify 12 and 22 as the eigenvalues of FsT  Fs corresponding
to the deformations along the principal directions. The eigenvalues are the square of the principal
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stretch ratios. For the axisymmetric case the principal stretch ratios λm and λθ in the meridional
and azimuthal direction are calculated as

m  1 

ds
,
dsr

r
  2  ,
rr

(2.29)

where ds and dsr represent the differential arc length in the deformed and undeformed state and r
and rr represent the deformed and undeformed radial position of the interface. The deformation of
the membrane is fully characterized by these two values. From principal stretch ratios the
invariants of Es are found to be
I1  m2  2  2,

(2.30)

I 2  m2 2  1,

(2.31)

The tension is related to the derivative of the strain energy function with respect to the strain
invariants as

T


2  W
W 2 2
Fs  FsT 
m   I  nn  .

m  I1
I 2


(2.32)

Different invariants have been defined by other authors [93, 113] , resulting in different forms of
equation (2.34) and the strain energy function.

2.7.1 Membrane Constitutive Equations
The constitutive equations are presented for a linear material, (Hooke’s law), a NeoHookean material, and the Skalak law material. In this dissertation we focus on only the Neo24

Hookean and Skalak law materials as we are interested in large deformations.

The small

deformation behavior of Neo-Hookean material can be shown to be equivalent to the Hooke’s law
behavior. The two dimensional version of Hooke’s law, which does not come directly from a
strain energy function can be written as

Tmm 





Gs  2
m  1  s 2  1  ,

1  s

(2.33)

where Gs is the surface shear modulus and  s is the surface Poisson ratio. The other principal
tension Tθθ can be found by interchanging the indices of λi.
The two dimensional Neo-Hookean law has been derived from a model of a thin sheet of
a volume incompressible rubber like material. The strain energy density function and
corresponding tensions along the principal directions are given as

W

Gs
2

Tmm 


1 
 I1  2 
,
I2 1 


(2.34)

Gs  2
1 
 m  2 2  .
m 
m 

(2.35)

The Neo-Hookean law is strain softening at large deformations which has important consequences
for the stability of the capsules.
The Skalak law was originally introduced to model the membrane around red blood cells
[82]; and has the following strain energy and principal tensions,
W

Tmm 





Gs 2
I1  2 I1  2 I 2  CI 22 ,
4

 

 



(2.36)





Gs
m2 m2  1  C m2 2  m2 2  1 .
m 
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(2.37)

The Skalak law has a free parameter C , that represent the resistance to area dilation. For a red
blood cell membrane the ratio between C and Gs can be as large as 105 [114]. The lipid bilayer
can freely slide around providing little resistance to shear while changes in area require stretching
of chemical bounds which takes much larger forces. While this law was originally proposed to
model red blood cells, if moderate values of C are used the law can represent the membranes of
artificial capsules [87].
The three different constitutive equations can be shown to have the same small deformation
behavior if  s is set to ½ and C is set to 1. A comparison of the different membrane laws can be
seen in Figure 2-4 where the isotropic tension is shown for isotropic area dilation with λm = λθ.
With the Poisson ratio was set to ½ and C equal to 1, the three membranes laws show similar
behavior at small deformation. When larger values of C are used the tension rises rapidly with
the area dilation as C represents the relative incompressibility of the surface.
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Figure 2-4. Comparison of the isotropic tension during area dilation for Hookean, Neo-Hookean,
and Skalak law membranes. As C increases the tension is found to be strongly dependent on
the change in surface area.

2.7.2 Bending Moments and Transverse Shear
In order to model the bending moments in the membrane we introduce a linear constitutive
equation [94], that relates the bending moments to the change in curvature from a reference state









M mm  Eb  m   mr , M  Eb   r ,

(2.38)

where Eb is a bending modulus and  mr is a reference curvature for the membrane in an unstressed
state. The bending modulus for a thin plate can be related to the elastic modulus, E, of the material
2
as Eb  Eh3 / 12 1    , where h is the plate thickness and ν is the Poisson ratio. The bending



rigidity decreases rapidly with the thickness of the membrane. In the current problem both of the
reference curvatures are taken to be that of the undeformed capsule, and is equal to 1/a, where a is
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the undeformed radius of the capsule. The reference curvature depends on the material and how
the capsule was made. For capsules that consist of a lipid bilayer the reference curvature may
either be a flat surface, or a curved surface due to differences in chemistry on either side of the
bilayer. The reference curvature is important when trying to understand the resisting shape of a
cell, specifically red blood cells [115].
The transverse shear tension can be found by performing a torque balance around a small
surface patch as
1    rM mm 
r 
q= 
 M θθ
.
r
s
s 

(2.39)

The normal component of the stress balance involves the derivative of q, which in turn relies on
the derivative of Mmm, which in turn relies on the second derivative of position. The inclusion of
bending moments therefore relies on the fourth derivative of position. As taking derivatives tends
to greatly amplify any noise in a signal, special attention must be taken when trying to compute
the effects of bending moments. In the current work, a Savitzky-Golay smoothing algorithm (see
section 3.7), is used to smooth out the noise inherent in taking numerical derivatives.

2.7.3 Initial Strain
The membrane that comprises the outer shell of the capsule is often permeable to water
and small ions while retaining larger compounds. In previous studies on alginate capsules [87,
116], it was theorized that part of the alginate capsule had dissolved into the internal fluid. As the
large alginate molecules could not pass through the membrane there was an osmotically driven
flow of water into the capsule. The flow stopped when the osmotic pressure was balanced by a
Laplace pressure, resulting from tensions developed in the membrane due to the swelling. For
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spherical, isotropic membranes this osmotic swelling will lead to an isotropic increase in the initial
strain. The pre-strain is defined as the ratio between the deformed and initial radius

so  o 

a
 1 .
ar

(2.40)

Here α represent the amount of extra initial strain in the membrane.
This initial strain in the membrane plays a very important role in the deformation and
stability of the capsule. In the absence of bending moments any compressive tension is unstable
and will cause the membrane to form wrinkles. If the capsule is suspended in a hypotonic solution
then the osmotic swelling will create a level of tension in the membrane that can keep the
membrane from wrinkling as it deforms. The surface wrinkling can complicate the analysis of a
capsules deformation, adding uncertainty to any attempt to determine the material properties of
the membrane. A level of initial swelling sufficient to stabilize the membrane can easily be
controlled by varying the concentration of ions in the suspending fluids.

2.8 Moving Reference Frame
For the simulations of steady state behavior the domain size is reduced by using a noninertial reference frame. The reference frame moves with the velocity of the center of mass of the
drop and this reference velocity is defined as uref. This choice keeps the drop in the center of
computational domain allowing us to simulate only a small region around the drop instead of a
long fixed channel. The use of a non-inertial reference frame requires additional “fictitious” forces
to be added to the momentum balance [117] as

  u 
t

    uu    g +    
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  uref 
t

.

(2.41)

The extra term on the right hand side represents the acceleration of the drop along the axis of the
channel. This term only affects the transient portion of the solution and is identically zero once a
steady state is reached. The no-slip condition on the channel wall also has to be updated after
every time step to account for the varying reference velocity. For simulations in which the drop
is passing through a constriction or expansion the reference frame is always fixed, uref = 0.

2.9 Non-Dimensionalization
The current problem of droplet flow in channels is non-dimensionalized based on the bulk
flow in the channel. For simulations of drops moving through expansions or contractions the
smaller diameter channel is used to non-dimensionalize the problem. The characteristic length is
taken to be the radius of the channel, R. The average inlet velocity, U 
velocity scale to define a characteristic time tc  U

R

Q
 R2

, is used as the

. The characteristic viscous stress

 2U

R

is based on the viscosity of the suspending fluid. As previously stated the densities of the two
fluids have been set equal and gravitational effects are neglected. The non-dimensional NavierStokes system is presented as

  uref 
T
 u

Re     uu    P    u +  u    Re
,


t
 t


(2.42)

 u = 0,

(2.43)



where Re 

2UR



2 is the flow Reynolds number,  is a non-dimensional viscosity that is equal

to one in the bulk phase, and   1

2

, in the drop phase, and all the variables are now understood

to be non-dimensional.
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The stress jump requires special attention and is non-dimensionalized differently for the
droplet and capsule cases. For a droplet the stress jump can be written as

f=

1 
y 
   n  n - t m  ,

Ca 
s 

where Ca  2U /  c is the capillary number and

(2.44)

 c is a characteristic surface tension. The

capillary number represents the ratio of viscous forces to surface tension. If surfactants are present
the equilibrium surface tension γeq, is used to define the capillary number, while for clean cases
the clean surface tension γ0 is used. With this choice the effects of having varying surface tension
and Marangoni stresses are separated from the uniform lowering of the surface tension when
surfactants are present. Based on this choice of characteristic surface tension the non-dimensional
version of the Langmuir equation of state is

  

1   ln 1  x 
1   ln 1  x 

.

(2.45)

The surfactant concentration is non-dimensionalized with the equilibrium concentration Γeq. The
equilibrium surface coverage x = Γeq/Γ∞ , represents the equilibrium surface concentration
compared with the maximum surface concentration. As x approaches one there are larger
variations in surface tension as shown in Figure 2-3. The surfactant transport equation (2.28) is
non-dimensionalized with Γeq and C as the surface and bulk surfactant concentrations and the other
previously used scalings for the flow

d
1
1   
    s  u s  u  n    n     2s   Bi 
.
dt
Pe
 1  x 
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(2.46)

Here Pe  UR Ds is the surface Peclet number, Bi   d R U is the Biot number. The Peclet number
represents the ratio of convection to diffusion of surfactants along the surface of the drop. The
Biot number represents the ratio of desorption to convection of surfactants along the interface. For
the case of a capsule, the stress jump can be written as

f=

 
1 
1   rq    Tmm Tmm  Tθθ  r

 Br  m q   t m  ,
  mTmm +  T - Br
n - 
Ea 
r s   s
r
s
 

(2.47)

where Ea  2U / Gs is the elastic capillary number and Br  Eb / Gs R 2 is the reduced bending
modulus. The elastic capillary number plays the same role as the regular capillary number except
the surface tension is replaced with an elastic modulus. The reduced bending modulus represents
the relative importance of bending versus stretching when calculating the membrane stress. The
principal strains are already in dimensionless form.
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Chapter 3

Numerical Methods
In this chapter the numerical algorithm is described for solving the governing equations of
the flow. We describe how the equations are discretized and how the boundaries between the
two fluids are tracked. We then discuss on how the equations are solved and how the software
was written. The chapter ends with a set of validation studies on droplet and capsule
deformation.

3.1 Multiphase Algorithm
The governing equations are solved using a hybrid Volume-Of-Fluid (VOF)-Front
Tracking method. The drop and bulk phases are treated as a single fluid with varying properties
[118] and the interfacial stress condition is converted to a volume force using the continuum
surface force method of Brackbill et al. [119]. These single fluid methods have many different
variations depending on how the interface is tracked and how the interfacial forces are applied.
An Eulerian grid is used to solve for fluid motion while the fluid interfaces are tracked
either implicitly or explicitly. The location of the interface can be tracked implicitly through a
variety of methods including the Volume of Fluid [118, 120, 121] and Level Set method [122,
123], or explicitly using a Front-Tracking method [89, 91]. A Front-Tracking method was chosen
as it gives an explicit representation of the interface location which can be more accurate than the
implicit location in the other methods. The use of one fixed grid for the entire domain greatly
simplifies the algorithm as compared to the methods that use deforming boundary fitted grids.
However, because the boundaries of the phases do not line up with the grid that is representing the
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fluid motion, the boundary conditions cannot be applied as accurately. The mismatch between the
physical boundary and the computational boundary leads to “spurious currents” [89, 124]. The
“spurious currents” are unphysical, random flows near the interface that are typically much smaller
than the overall flow but can become problematic. The Front-Tracking methods are known to
better represent the surface and the surface curvature, and as such typically have smaller “spurious
currents”.

3.2 Lagrangian Grid
The Lagrangian grid is composed ordered material points on the interface, xsi. This grid is
free to move and deform with the flow field. The other surface quantities like surface tension and
membrane deformation are collocated with the material points that define the interface location.
This is done for simplicity of the calculation and is not a requirement of the algorithm.

The

interface location, and all other related surface quantities are interpolated using a cubic spline
[125]. The cubic spline interpolation uses a third order polynomial to interpolate the function
between respective material points. The cubic spline provides an accurate interpolation scheme,
as well as a straight forward method for calculating first and second derivatives. The cubic spline
for the interface location is given as a function of the arc length as
r  s   c1s 3  c2 s 2  c3 s  c4 ,
z  s   d1s 3  d 2 s 2  d 3 s  d 4 ,

(3.1)

with similar functions used for the other surface quantities. The coefficients of the cubic spline
are found by exactly matching the function at each node as well as requiring the first and second
derivatives to be continuous at the nodes. These provide sufficient conditions for solving for the
four coefficients in each spline segment. The resulting set of equations is easily solved as it results
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in a tri-diagonal matrix. Boundary conditions at the beginning (s = 0), and end (s = S), of the spline
are derived from axisymmetric nature of the problem.

2r
z
 0,
 0, for s  0, S.
2
s
s

(3.2)

An overall view of the two grids can be shown in Figure 3-1. where there are two main
types of Eulerian cells. There are cells that are intersected by the interface and cells that are far
from the interface. The cells that are far from the interface take the material properties of their
respective phase. For cells that are crossed by the interface an average value of the viscosity of
the fluids needs to be used. The volume of fluid function   V1 Vcell , represents the relative
volume fraction of the drop phase in a given grid cell. For cells that are completely in the bulk
phases ϕ = 0, and for cells in the drop phase ϕ = 1. Cells that are on the interface have a value in
between. The volume averaged viscosity is calculated from the volume fraction as

  1    1 ,

(3.3)

where  is the volume averaged cell viscosity and λ is the viscosity ratio of the drop to the
suspending fluid. In the current thesis we have kept the density of the two fluid equal. As we are
using a staggered Eulerian grid, we calculate a separate volume fraction for each of the grids that
represent the pressure and velocity components.
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Figure 3-1. Diagram of the two computation grid in the r-z plane. The Eulerian grid is fixed and
describes the fluid motion while the Lagrangian grid can move and defines the drop interface
location.

3.3 Eulerian Grid
In addition to the Lagrangian grid there is an Eulerian grid used for solving the momentum
equations. As we are working in axisymmetric, cylindrical coordinates only a two dimensional
grid in the r-z plane is needed. A regularly spaced grid was used due to its simplicity and
efficiency when solving the equations. In some cases an adaptive mesh would have proved useful,
especially when considering the breakup of droplets which requires very small length scales [126].
However an adaptive mesh would result in much greater programming complexity and was not
pursued at the current time. We chose to use a staggered grid [127] in which the velocities are
located at the cell walls and the pressure is located at the center of the cells as shown in Figure 3-2.
This choice of grid allows for a better coupling between the pressure and velocity and can prevent
instabilities.
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Figure 3-2. Diagram of a staggered Eulerian cell. The pressure is stored at cell centers while the
velocities are stored on the cell walls

3.4 Treatment of Boundary Conditions
There are two general methods for handing the interfacial boundary conditions in
multiphase flow algorithms. In the first method each fluid phase is treated as a separate domain
requiring multiple different computational grids for each phase [37, 128, 129]. These methods
often use boundary fitted domains in which orthogonal, curvilinear grids are generated that aligned
with the boundary of the phases. Because the boundaries of the fluid phases line up with the
boundaries of the computational grid, the boundary conditions can be directly enforced. However
the grid generation procedure can be computationally expensive, as a new grid must be generated
at each time step as the interface evolves. The equations in boundary fitted methods also depend
on the coordinate system and necessarily changes with each time step and new grid, introducing
more complexity and computational expense.
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In the second general method all the different phases are treated as one single fluid that has
varying properties. In the single fluid method the interfacial stress conditions are converted into
forcing functions that are localized to the interface [119]. The interfacial forces can be applied in
either a sharp method [124], in which the forcing function is localized to cells that are crossed by
the interface, or in a diffuse method, in which the forces are smoothed out over several cells [130].
In the sharp approaches the interfacial forces are highly localized which improves that accuracy,
but can also lead to numerical instabilities as the forcing can be very large on any individual cell.
The interfacial boundary condition (2.9) represents a jump in stress between the two fluids. This
jump f, can be thought of as being caused by a force acting on the interface. This force must be
converted from a singular surface force into a “body like” force to be included in the Navier-Stokes
equations. The localized body force F, is defined as
F =  f  x s  x dV ,

(3.4)

where δ is the Dirac delta function, and the volume integral is taken over the cell surrounding a
given velocity node. The Dirac delta function allow us to convert the volume integral in (3.4) to
an area integral in a given cell volume. The discretization of the delta function determines how
the interfacial forces are distributed to the cells near the interface. The immersed boundary method
uses a discrete delta function that extends over several velocity nodes and the integral is replaced
by a summation [131, 132]. With the interfacial stress condition now treated as a body force,
equation (2.3) can be rewritten in the single fluid formulation as

   u
t

     uu    g +     F,

which is valid in the entire domain of the problem including the interface.
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(3.5)

There are some methods that don’t exactly fit into either category. For linear problems
likes Stokes or potential flow one can use the boundary integral method [133, 134]. In the
boundary integral method the governing equations can be solved in integral form using a Green’s
function representation of the solution. In this case only the boundaries of the problem are
discretized, so there is no need for a grid spanning the fluid domains. Solutions of this type can
be very accurate but are limited to certain classes of problems and they cannot handle inertial
effects or non-Newtonian fluids. There are also multiphase flow algorithms based on the lattice
Boltzmann method [135] that have so far received less attention from researchers.

3.5 Discretization of Interfacial Forces
The interfacial forces in the cells that are intersected by the interface are calculated by
integrating the stress condition over the interfacial area in a given cell volume. The jump in stress
is calculated for each node on the interface. A cubic spline is then created to interpolate the stress
jump between interface nodes. The area integration of the stress jump in the azimuthal direction
can be performed analytically due to axisymmetry. The integral then reduces to an integral along
the arc length from points sa to sb as shown in Figure 3-3.

2  f  s  r  s  ds
sb

Fi,j 

sa

Vcell

.

(3.6)

The values of sa and sb represent the value of arc length where the interface enters and leaves the
cell. The location of the intersection between the interface and the cells requires special attention.
If the fixed grid resolution is not fine enough, or the interface is particularly wavy, there could be
multiple intersections between the interface and the cell. The location where the interface
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intersects the cell is solved using a direct method [125], for the solution of the cubic equation
representing the interface position. When the interfacial forces are applied in a finite difference
method, Fi,j is taken to be the average of the forcing in the cell in order to make the forcing
consistent with the discretization of the equation.

Figure 3-3. Diagram of cell that is intersected by the interface showing the volume fraction and
stress jump. The arrows represent the resultant force of the interface due to its curvature.

3.6 Surface Discretization
The surface is made up of material points that are connected with cubic splines. The length
between material points is close to the Eulerian grid size. If the spacing between the marker points
is too large the interface will not be accurately tracked. If the spacing is too small the material
points can have small oscillations in position. The small oscillations are magnified when taking
derivatives for the curvature calculation. The oscillations in curvature lead to oscillations in the
interfacial forces which feeds back into the oscillations in the interface shape. If there are several
material points in a cell the velocity cannot adjust to the different forcings from each point. This
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can lead to an “accordion style”, numerical instability where the interface develops small wrinkles
due to poor coupling between the Lagrangian and Eulerian grids [136].
In general, larger distances between material points lead to more stable the simulations.
For highly distorted shapes a large spacing will fail to accurately capture regions of high curvature
and is not appropriate. In general the ratio of material point spacing to grid spacing is kept between
0.7 and 1.5. In addition as the simulation proceeds the spacing between the material points can
change. We therefore implement a procedure at the end of each time step where the material points
are evenly redistributed along the interface. An equal spacing is not necessary however, it does
simplify the calculations. The re-meshing procedure does not significantly affect the solution due
to the highly accurate cubic spline interpolation of the interface.

3.7 Surface Smoothing
If the interfacial stress jump is not a smooth function it will add to the disturbances at the
interface which feeds back into the interfacial forcing leading to an instability. This problem is
exacerbated when simulating capsules with bending moments as they require calculations of the
fourth derivative of position. In order to handle such cases we smooth the interface using the
Savitzky-Golay method [137, 138, 139]. The Savitzky-Golay method is a smoothing technique
that fits a polynomial to a set of data in a least-squares sense. Other methods of smoothing have
been used in multiphase methods including the Longuet-Higgins smoothing filter and Fourier
smoothing [140, 141]. The Savitzky-Golay method was chosen as it is very flexible as one is free
to choose the order of the smoothing polynomial and the number of points in the filter.
A polynomial of degree p can be used to interpolate exactly p + 1 points. The SavitzkyGolay method uses more than p + 1 points so that the polynomial can only fit the data in a least
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squares sense. The more points, or conversely the lower order polynomial used, the less accurately
the polynomial can match the underlying data but the smoother the resulting curve will be. The
important aspect of the Savitzky-Golay algorithm is that when the points are equally spaced the
least-squares solution can be performed ahead of time and the procedure is reduced to multiplying
the data by set of pre-calculated coefficients cn, as shown below
n

yi   cn yi  n ,

(3.7)

n

where yi is the smoothed variable and yi the variable to be smoothed. This reduces the algorithm
to essentially a weighted averaging of the neighboring points. Tabulated coefficients are available
in the literature with a warning that there are errors in the original paper, so later versions should
be referenced [138]. The choice of smoothing parameters depends on the resolution of the problem
and the overall need for smoothing. Simulations of capsules typically require more smoothing
than fluid interfaces due to the difficulties in calculating bending moments.

3.8 Surface Geometry
The normal and tangential vectors are easily calculated from the cubic spline representation
of the surface. The normal vectors and tangential vectors are calculated as

n = zer  r e z ,

(3.8)

t m = rer  ze z ,

(3.9)
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where er and ez are the unit basis vectors, and the primes represent derivation with respect to arc
length. The surface normal points into the bulk fluid and the tangent vector points in the direction
of increasing s. The curvatures are calculated from the cubic spline as
 m  z r    r  z ,

(3.10)

  z / r.

(3.11)

The meridional curvature has several different equivalent forms, and we chose form or the other
based on the relative size of the r  and z  . As both of these quantities can become arbitrarily small
κm is calculated based on which one is larger, to avoid numerical errors when dividing by a small
number. Also the meridional curvature is calculated with second derivatives while the azimuthal
curvature only uses first derivatives. Any small error in the position of the interface is amplified
when taking derivatives with the greater amplifications when taking second derivatives. As such
the meridional curvature is subject to more noise than the azimuthal derivative. On the axis the
azimuthal curvature is not well defined however by using L’Hôpital’s rule, or through geometric
arguments one can show the    m as the surface must locally be that of a sphere.

3.9 Spatial Discretization
The conservative form of the governing equations can be written in cylindrical coordinates in
component form as

 u 1 rur ur uz ur
Re  r 

z
 t r r

P 1   r rr    zr   
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r r r
z
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(3.12)
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with the viscous stresses given as

 rr  2

These governing equations are discretized using second order, central finite difference methods.
When discretizing the equations we use linear interpolation to calculate stresses and fluxes on the
cell boundaries. Therefore we discretize the convective term

1 rur ur
as
r r

1 rur ur ri 1/2  uri 1, j  uri , j   ri 1/2  uri , j  uri 1, j 

.
r r
4ri r
2

2

(3.16)

For terms involving products of ur and uz we use linear interpolation to multiply terms from
different staggered grids. Therefore we discretize the term

u r u z
as
z

ur uz  uri , j 1  uri , j  uzi 1, j  uzi , j    uri , j  uri , j 1  uzi 1, j 1  uzi , j 1 

.
z
4z

(3.17)

The viscous terms involve derivatives of the cell viscosity  . These terms use off centered volume
fractions from the different staggered grids. Other researchers have used averaging procedures to
calculate the off centered fluid properties. While neither method has been proved superior it is
important to be consistent throughout the algorithm when working with off centered material
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properties. A second order finite difference method ensures that the solution is well resolved away
from the interface. The coupling between the Lagrangian and Eulerian grids however results in a
first order representation of interface so the overall method can only be first order accurate in
space. The grid size is kept the same in both the r and z direction. The simulations are typically
run with a grid spacing, Δr = Δz = 0.0125 or 0.00625 resulting in 6,400 or 25,600 grid points per
unit cell with the largest simulations containing up to 4 million grid points.

3.10 Temporal Discretization
Equations (3.12), (3.13) and (3.14) are solved using a projection method [102, 142, 143].
In this method the equations are solved in a two-step process. In the first step we solve the
discretized versions of the momentum equations without directly enforcing conservation of mass,
to find a provisional velocity u . The provisional velocity is then corrected to enforce the divergent
free constraint. In the first step the time integration of the momentum equations uses an AdamsBashforth method for the convective terms and a semi-implicit method for the viscous terms. The
interfacial forces are treated explicitly along with the fictitious forces from the non-inertial
reference frame. An implicit treatment of these terms would require the use of a predictor corrector
method, as the location of the interface and the resulting interfacial forces at the next time step are
not known until the velocity field has been calculated. The pressure is also treated explicitly in
the first step of the time integration. The general time integration procedure can be written as

uref
u  ut
3
1
Re
  Re  ( uut  uut 1 )  Pt     t [(ut 1 )  (ut )T ]  Ft  Re
.
t
2
2
t
t

(3.18)
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The viscous terms are split between the regular and the transpose terms. The transpose terms
couple the two components of the velocity together. These terms are treated explicitly so that the
momentum equations can be solved separately. The regular viscous term is the only term that is
treated implicitly and is done for stability reasons. The discretization of (3.18) results in a linear
system of the form Au  b where A  I 

t
   . Decreasing the time step or increasing the
Re

Reynolds numbers results in a linear system that is only slightly perturbed from the identity matrix
and relatively easy to solve using iterative methods unless the variation in  is large.
The provisional solution u will not satisfy the divergence free constraint and must be
corrected. We introduce a scalar, “pressure like” variable,  , that projects u into a divergence
free space.
ut+1  u 

t
 .
Re

(3.19)

By taking the divergence of equation (3.19) and forcing   ut 1  0 a Poisson equation for the
scalar field  , can be derived as
 2 

Re
  u.
t

(3.20)

This is an elliptic partial differential equation and the linear system resulting from its discretization
requires more computational effort than the momentum equations. It is also important to note that
because the density of the two fluids equal is we can use the identity     2 . If the density
is not the same we would have to solve  

1
   u instead. This is a non-constant coefficient,
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elliptic equation which is very difficult to solve, especially when the density ratio is large. Once

 has been found the velocity is corrected and the pressure is updated as
P t 1  P t     u.

(3.21)

The way the pressure is updated for the next time step differentiates the different projection
methods. For methods that do not include the pressure in (3.18) the resulting algorithm is at most
first order in time for the velocity. Algorithms that update the pressure using only  are known to
be second order in time but develop errors near the boundaries of the problem. When (3.21) is
used to update the pressure the velocity is second order in time and the problem of the numerical
boundary layers is alleviated. This is known as the rotational, incremental, pressure-correction
scheme. The analysis for the accuracy of these methods relies on certain assumptions [102] about
the regularity of the solution and has not been carried out for multiphase flows. Numerical
evidence suggests that it still works effectively in the current simulations. The time step Δt, is
based on stability requirements of the simulation with a typical value of 5*10-4. Small values of
Ca or Ea, or large viscosity ratios can require smaller values of Δt.

3.11 Overall Algorithm
The overall solution procedure consists of starting with an initial interface location based
on the drops dimensionless drop size. As shown by previous authors [33], the initial drop shape
plays an important role in the stability and existence of solutions. For relatively small, high surface
tension drops, the simulations can be started with spherical shapes while larger, low surface tension
drops require an initial shape that is closer to the actual steady shape. If the initial shape is too far
from the steady state shape the drop can break apart before a steady shape is reached. A proper
initial shape can be achieved by using a previously calculated solution from a lower capillary
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number simulation. For drops larger than the channel diameter, a long cylinder with hemispherical
end caps is used to start the simulations. For capsules only a circular shape is used as the
undeformed shape is assumed to be spherical . Using the initial interface configuration, the
interfacial forces and material properties are calculated. Equations (3.18)-(3.21) are then solved
to determine the velocity at the next time step and the interface is advected using a first order,
explicit method.

 

xtsi1  xtsi  tu xtsi .

(3.22)

The velocity of the material points, u  xtsi  , is found using bi-linear interpolation of the four nearest
velocities.
After the interface is advected the volume of the drop is calculated. A slight mass loss can
be expected during the advection and interface reconstruction procedure. While the velocity field
is strictly divergence-free at the cell centers the interpolation procedure and numerical integration
can cause the advected drop to have mass conservation errors. While the error is typically small,
a drop mass conservation procedure is adopted at the end of each time step to ensure that the
volume is strictly conserved throughout the simulation. This is achieved by moving the material
points normally to the interface by a small amount to keep the volume constant. As the surface
deforms, the initially equally spaced marker points can bunch up or spread apart. After every time
step the points are redistributed along the interface to maintain the uniform spacing. After the
volume is corrected and the surface is re-splined, the new volume of fluid functions and interfacial
forces are calculated. This overall procedure repeats until a steady state solution is reached, if one
exists.
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3.11.1 Surfactant Algorithm
If surfactants are present, the concentration is updated in a two-step process. First,
Equation (3.23) is solved in an implicit manner without the adsorption terms included.

  t
1 2
 [  ut  u  n(  n)]t 
 s .
t
Pes

(3.23)

In this first step, no mass should be gained or lost from the interface, however due to numerical
errors the mass in not strictly conserved. A correction is applied to ensure surfactant mass
conservation in the first step. The surfactant concentration is uniformly adjusted to strictly enforce
mass conservation. Once this step is complete a second equation is solved where only adsorption
and desorption takes place

t 1  
1  t 1
 Bi[
].
t
1 x

(3.24)

The mass loss during the first step is typically small however it will compound over time. For
simulations at low Bi numbers the physical solution has one time scale that behaves like 1/Bi. A
small mass loss will cause the numerical solution to drift away from the actual solution before a
steady state can be reached. The linear systems derived from (3.23) and (3.24) are tri-diagonal
and can be easily solved directly.
To test the accuracy of the numerical solution and ensure that mass conservation steps have
minimal impact on the final results, a simulation was run for a drop covered with surfactants
without the mass conservation adjustments and with adsorption turned off, Bi = 0. The simulation
was run for 50 time units, which is long enough for most of the simulations reported here to reach
steady state. The numerical method is seen to conserve mass fairly well as shown in Figure 3-4
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where errors in drop mass and surfactant volume are only a few percent over the course of the run.
Running the simulation at a higher resolution is shown to increase the accuracy of the method by
reducing the mass conservation errors in half. However, for problems that take a long time to
reach steady state, particularly low but finite Bi numbers, the mass conservation errors will cause
the solution to drift away from its true value. While the mass conservation steps are not required
for most of the simulations, they are maintained for consistency throughout this thesis.

Figure 3-4. Percent error in drop volume and surfactant mass over time for a drop with κ =0.9,
Ca = 0.1, Re = 0.1, λ = 0.1, Pe = 100, x = 0.7 and Bi = 0. The simulations were run at grid
resolutions of Δx = 0.01250 and 0.00625.

3.11.2 Capsule Algorithm
Simulations with capsules start with a spherical initial shape and some amount of initial
strain in the membrane. The tension within the membrane is calculated and used to update the
interfacial boundary conditions. After the velocity is found the material points are advected and
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the new strain within the membrane is found. The deformation is characterized by the principal
stretch ratios which are updated at the end of each time step. Discrete versions of the stretch ratios
are calculated using the material points as

 mi
t

si t
ri t
t

,  i  ,
sio
rio

(3.25)

t

where Δsi is the local arc length and is calculated as si   ri 1  ri 1 2   zi 1  zi 1 2 , and ri is
the radial position of the ith material point. The stretch ratios can be updated as
 t 1mi 

si t 1 t
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(3.26)

The extension ratios are prone to numerical oscillations often resulting in a saw-tooth pattern [144].
The saw-tooth pattern creates problems when trying to calculated gradients in membrane tension
so a smoothing procedure was applied to the strain in the membrane. This smoothing seemed to
have a greater effect on the long term stability of capsule simulations as compared to the smoothing
in the droplet problems. As such, we chose to use the smallest amount of smoothing that would
reduce the oscillations in tension while not greatly affecting the long term stability of the problem.
The bending moments are calculated from the curvature of the interface which is also prone to
oscillation and noise. The moments are therefore smoothed using the Savitzky-Golay algorithm
before being added into the stress balance in (2.49). As Br increases the bending moments play a
greater role in the stress balance and the smoothing will need to be increased.

3.12 Linear Solver
The large systems of linear equations from (3.18) and (3.20) needs to be solved iteratively.
The matrices that represent the discretized equations are very large and sparse. A typical
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simulation contains 106 grid points which requires a matrix with 1012 entries where only 5x106
would be non-zero. As most of the entries in the matrix are zero it is referred to as a sparse matrix.
Directly solving these equations using Gaussian elimination would require approximately 1018
operations, which would be unfeasible on a modern processor which can perform approximately
109 operations per second. Gaussian elimination does represent the worst case scenario for direct
methods and more advanced techniques with better scaling properties are available for sparse
systems [145]. The direct solution method provides an exact solution, minus any rounding errors,
to the linear system. If the requirement of exactness is relaxed the equations can be solved using
an iterative method instead. An iterative method takes an initial guess to a problem x0 and
computes successively better approximation to the answer. The iterative methods can be continued
until the answer is accurate enough to some specified tolerance. In practice the tolerance is set to
a small enough value that the overall solution is not affected by the use of an iterative method.

3.12.1 Krylov Subspace Methods
In the current problem we use a Krylov subspace method for the iterative solution in which
the solution is found in the subspace formed by powers of the linear operator A as

 m  A, r0   span r0 , Ar0 , A2 r0 ,..., Am1r0  where ro = Axo-b is the initial residual. As this method
only requires the computation of the matrix-vector product and simple vector operations, it can
handle large, but sparse matrices. There are many different Krylov subspace methods that work
for different kinds of matrices, symmetric, non-symmetric, positive definite etc., which can be
found in the excellent guides [146, 147]. Each method finds the solution in a slightly different
way with varying rates of convergence and stability. A very accessible introduction to these
methods can be found in [148] which explains the conjugate gradient method, from which the
other methods can be derived. In the current dissertation the preconditioned, stabilized, bi52

conjugate gradient method, BiCGstab, is used as the linear solver. The BiCGstab algorithm is an
extension of the conjugate gradient algorithm to non-symmetric matrices with a modification to
improve the stability of its convergence.

3.12.2 Preconditioning
The Krylov subspace methods are known to suffer from irregular convergence [149]. This
irregular convergence can improved by modifying the algorithm or by including a preconditioning
step. A preconditioner is a matrix, M, that approximates the linear system A, however it is much
easier to invert. A preconditioner can be applied by multiplying the linear system by M-1
M 1 Ax  M 1b.

(3.27)

In this case the matrix M-1A has much better convergence properties as measured by its condition
number. In practice the matrix M-1A is never explicitly formed as it would be a dense matrix;
1

instead a solving step y  M x , is needed.

As the preconditioning matrix M only has to

approximate A, there is great flexibility in our choice of preconditioner. The BiCGstab method
can be modified to include a preconditioning step in the algorithm.
We chose to use a geometric multigrid method as the preconditioner. The multigrid method
can be used as a linear solver on its own and is known be optimally efficient for certain types of
problems as it has O(n) scaling. Geometric multigrid methods are very powerful solvers that use
several different grids at different resolutions to solve a problem. The multigrid method relies on
the fact that certain iterative methods like the Jacobi or Gauss-Seidel method tend to rapidly damp
out the high frequency components of the error [150, 151]. These iterative methods act as
smoothers that are most effective on high frequency errors. If only the Gauss-Seidel method is
used, the rate of convergence rapidly slows after the high frequency components of the error are
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eliminated, as the low frequency components of the error are not effectively removed. The idea
behind the multigrid method is to introduce a coarse grid on which the low frequency components
of the error become high frequency components. The high frequency components of the error on
the coarse grid can be efficiently damped with an iterative method. The coarse grid is then used
to correct the low frequency errors on the fine grid. This method can be applied recursively using
several different grids and different paths between the grids. The simplest version of the multigrid
method is the V-cycle which starts on the finest grid and works down to the coarsest grid and then
cycles back up to the finest grid. The general algorithm is presented in Appendix B.
A key to the success of the multigrid method is that the solution is smooth and can be
transferred between the grids.

However if the problem contains variations in the material

properties or jumps in the solution from singular forcing terms the multigrid method can break
down [152]. If there are jumps in the solution extra smoothing and special prolongation and
restriction operators must be developed to account for the non-smooth solution. The multigrid
method can however still make for a very efficient preconditioner for a Krylov-Subspace method
on problems with discontinuities. The O(N) scaling of the multigrid method still applies when it
is used as a preconditioner so it can be used to solve problems that are much larger, or with greater
resolution than with other linear solvers. The overall algorithm for the precondition BiCGstab
algorithm is presented in Appendix C.

3.13 Validation
The software is validated based on an analytical theory for the deformation of a drop or
capsule in uniaxial extensional flow. Uniaxial extensional flow is a simple test case in which a
drop or capsule is placed in the center of a flow field that either stretches or compresses the drop
along one axis as seen Figure 3-5. This flow field is fully three dimensional and is axially
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symmetric which makes it a good validation test for our studies. The flow field is given in terms
of a velocity gradient E, as u = E⋅x where E11 = 1, and E22 = E33 = -1/2. A uniaxial compressional
flow field given by Ecomp = -E. This flow field is also reflectionally symmetric about the r-axis so
only first quadrant of the r-z plane needed to be simulated. A square domain is chosen with sides
of length 10R where R is the drop radius. The studies we are comparing with are limited to Stokes
flow so the Reynolds number set to 10-2. The numerical results for droplet deformation are
compared with the small deformation analysis of Barthes-Biesel [153]. This work extended the
earlier small deformation analysis of Taylor [154, 155] to O(Ca2) accuracy. The analytical theory
states that the deformation depends on only the viscosity ratio and the capillary number defined is
this case as Ca 

bGa
where G is the shear rate. The use of the second order theory is important


because it allows us to test both extensional and compressional flows as they are indistinguishable
under Taylor’s result.

Figure 3-5. Diagram of the validation study of fluid drop in uniaxial extensional flow field.
The comparison between the numerical solutions and the theory of Barthes-Biesel can be
seen in Figures 3-6 through Figures 3-8 where the droplet deformation is shown for viscosity ratios
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of λ = 0.1, 1, and 10. The deformation is measured using the Taylor deformation parameter

D

LB
, where L and B are the length and breadth of the drop as defined in Figure 3-5. The
LB

absolute value is used to keep the deformation positive during compressional flow. The numerical
simulations agree well with the theoretical predictions for all the values of λ and small values of
Ca. The numerical simulations do not match as well for the larger values of Ca that are seen in
the compressional flow. Compressional flow is known to be stable at higher values of Ca where
the theory is expected to break down. The simulations were run with Ca increased until the point
where the drop no longer reached a steady state. The agreement at lower values of Ca and the
range of viscosity ratios studied indicate the numerical method is functioning correctly. The
studies were performed at a grid spacing of Δr = Δz = 0.0125 indicating that this level of grid
resolution is sufficiently accurate although in certain cases a higher resolution might be needed.

Figure 3-6. Comparison of droplet deformation as a function of Ca in uniaxial flow for a viscosity
ratio of 0.1 with the second order theory of Barthes-Biesel.
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Figure 3-7. Comparison of droplet deformation as a function of Ca in uniaxial flow for a viscosity
ratio of 1.0 with the second order theory of Barthes-Biesel.

Figure 3-8. Comparison of droplet deformation as a function of Ca in uniaxial flow for a viscosity
ratio of 10.0 with the second order theory of Barthes-Biesel.
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The numerical method for capsule deformation can also be validated using uniaxial
extensional flow. The current numerical simulations are compared with the small deformation
analysis of Barthes-Biesel [156], and the boundary integral simulations of Diaz et al. [157] for the
case of a Neo-Hookean elastic capsule. An initially spherical capsule, with zero bending modulus,
and no pre-stress, is used for the starting configuration. The analytical theory for capsule
deformation is only accurate to O(Ea) and as such does not differentiate between uniaxial
extension and compression, so we consider only the extensional case. At steady state the fluid
inside the capsule is stationary so that viscosity does not affect the final result so λ was set to one.
The steady deformation parameter as a function of the elastic capillary is shown in Figure 3-9.
The current results agree well with the Stokes flow simulations of Diaz et al. for large elastic
capillary numbers, Ea = 0.15 and reduce to the small deformation theory of Barthes-Biesel in the
limit as Ea  0.

Figure 3-9. Deformation of an initially spherical capsule in uniaxial extensional flow as a function
of Ea. Comparison between the current simulations, predictions from the small deformation theory
of Barthes-Biesel, and the numerical work of Daiz et al.
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3.14 Programming
The numerical method was written in FORTRAN and is compiled using the GNU
GFORTRAN compiler. The software has been parallelized to some extent for shared memory
system using OPENMP. The software is typically only run using a single thread and the
parallelism is only used for extremely large simulations. A plot of the normalized, strong parallel
scaling for a problem with 1,024,000 grid points is shown in Figure 3-10 as compared to the ideal
scaling, t

1
nthreads

. Strong scalability refers to keeping the problem size fixed and increasing the

number of threads working on the problem. The code has very good scaling up to 4 threads at
which point further increases in the number of threads provides smaller benefits. The diminishing
returns for using more than four threads could be a function of the hardware. The program itself
is very memory intensive and the hardware this test was run on has only four memory controllers
per processor indicating that the software is limited by the memory access.
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Figure 3-10. Strong parallel scaling of numerical software on a typical problem with 1,024,000
unknowns.
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Chapter 4

Droplet Flow in Channels
The steady motion of neutrally buoyant liquid drops is studied in straight channels as a
function of drop size, viscosity ratio, Reynolds number, Capillary number, and the addition of
surfactants. The numerical software is further validated against known test cases in the Stokes
flow regime to determine the accuracy of the method. With the code validated the results can be
extend to parameter regimes that cannot be handled by analytical means. The main advancement
of this study is the inclusion of inertial effects on the droplet flow which has received very little
attention in the past.

4.1 Validation studies
To validate our method for droplet flow, the results from our simulations are compared
with a combination of previous analytical, and numerical work. We compare our numerical results
for the flow of both undeformed spherical drops, and large elongated drops in the creeping flow
limit [12, 28, 29, 30]. These Stoke’s flow validation studies give us confidence that the numerical
work in the large Re regime is valid as there is relatively little data to compare against.

4.2 Small Droplet Studies
The uniaxial deformation validation results are supplemented with comparisons for the
flow of drops in tubes were analytical results are available. For small, high surface tension drops
the shape is expected to remain nearly spherical. The drop size is characterized in terms of an



equivalent radius aeq  3V

4



1

3

. The non-dimensional drop size is given by  
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aeq

R . Using

this notation a drop of size κ = 1 would have the same diameter as the channel it is in. The small
droplet studies are valid for small κ which are not deformed by the high levels of shear near the
channel wall.

4.2.1 Drop Velocity
Based on assumed spherical shape Hetsroni et al. [28] derived an expression for the
nondimensionalized velocity of a drop in Poiseuille flow in a channel as
V  2

4
2 O 3 .
3  2

 

(4.1)

Hetsroni’s solution was based on the method of reflections which builds up the solution by
alternatively enforcing the boundary conditions at the drop surface and the channel walls. This
iterative procedure is analytically complex and as such only the first two terms in the expansion
were found. Hyman and Skalak [30] solved the droplet flow problem by using a series expansion
for the stream function describing the flow. Using this method they were able to create highly
accurate tabulated results for the velocity. A comparison between Hetsroni’s result (4.1), Hyman’s
tabulated results and the current numerical work is seen in Figure 4-2 where the dimensionless
drop velocity, V, is plotted as a function of drop sizes ranging from κ = 0.3 to 0.8 for viscosity
ratios, λ = 0.1, 1, and 10. To ensure that the drops in our simulations are in the Stokes flow limit
and remain undeformed, we set Re = 0.1 and Ca = 0.01.
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Figure 4-1. Comparison of predictions for the relative drop velocity as a function of size for λ =
0.1, 1.0, and 10. Current simulations based on Ca = 0.01, Re = 0.1 (squares), Hetsroni et al.
(solid line), Hyman and Skalak (dashed lines). Hyman and Skalak's data was for λ = 0 not 0.1.

As the size of the drop approaches zero it is expected to move with the local velocity, which
for drops on the center line is twice the average velocity of the bulk fluid, i.e. V = 2. As the drop
gets larger it expands into the slower portions of the velocity field and slows down. Increasing the
viscosity of the drop phase changes the boundary condition at the drop surface from free slip as λ
→ 0 (bubble), to no slip as λ → ∞ (solid). As κ approaches one it will block the channel and take
on the average velocity, V = 1, as no fluid can flow around it. Good agreement is seen between
the current work and the results of Hyman and Skalak with differences of less than one percent
even at the largest size. The analytical expression of Hetsroni et al. has an error term proportional
to  3 and is seen to be valid only for small drops with κ ≤ 0.5.
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4.2.2 Extra Pressure Loss
The pressure drop for Poiseuille flow in a cylindrical channel has a well known solution,
P  8L , based on the current scalings. For the flow of suspensions we are often interested in

the extra pressure drop ΔP+ on top of the normal pressure drop. The extra pressure loss depends
on how much the drop obstructs the bulk flow and the dissipation inside the drop based on its
viscosity. Brenner [29] used a reciprocal relation to derive an expression for the extra pressure
drop from Hetsroni's solution as

16[(9  2)2  40] 5
P 
  O( 10 ).
27(  1)(3  2)


(4.2)

Hyman and Skalak also produced tabulated results for the extra pressure loss [30]. The extra
pressure loss as a function of drop size predicted by the numerical simulation is compared with the
analytical expression derived by Brenner [29], Eq. (4.2) and the numerical simulations by Hyman
and Skalak [30] in Figure 4-2 for λ = 0.1, 1, and 10. For small drop sizes with κ → 0, the extra
pressure loss is negligible for all drop viscosities as the drop barely disrupts the flow. As the drop
gets larger, the viscosity of the drop phase becomes important. For λ > 1, a larger pressure drop
is required to maintain the constant flow rate whereas for λ < 1, the extra pressure loss can be
negative as a less viscous fluid is replacing the bulk fluid. As the drop size increases, κ → 1, the
undeforming spherical drop completely blocks the flow and the pressure loss increases irrespective
of the viscosity ratio. Again, good agreement is seen between the current simulations and the work
of Hyman and Skalak. The expression by Brenner is valid for larger drop sizes, κ ≤ 0.6, as the
error is proportional to κ10, but still fails to predict the pressure increase as κ → 1.
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Figure 4-2. Comparison of predictions for the extra pressure loss as a function of size for
different λ = 0.1, 1, and 10. Current work based on Ca = 0.01, Re = 0.1 (squares), Brenner Eq.
(4.2). (solid lines), Hyman and Skalak (dashed lines), Hyman and Skalak's data was for λ = 0.0
not λ = 0.1.

4.3 Large Droplet Studies
Drops that are much larger than the channel radius take on a shape that is characterized by
two spherical caps at the front and rear of the drop connected by a region where the interface is
relatively flat. In the flat section of the long drops the flow is nearly uni-directional and the
interface takes a known shape. These implications allow for another branch of analytical solutions.

4.3.1 Film Thickness
For drops moving at low Capillary numbers the film between the drop and the channel wall
is very small. Bretherton [12] derived the expression for film thickness h, of a gas bubble, λ = 0,
valid as Ca tends to zero as
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2

h  1.34  Ca 3 .

(4.3)

This equation is known to greatly overpredict the film thickness for Ca > 0.01. Aussillous and
Quéré [13] derived a semi-empirical expression known as Taylor’s law for the film thickness valid
for Ca = O(1) as

h

1.34  Ca

2
3

1  3.34  Ca

2
3

.

(4.4)

This expression was put on firm theoretical grounds more recently by Klaseboer et al. [14]. In
order to compare the current numerical simulations with these previous analyses, large drops with

  1.5 , at a low viscosity ratio,   0.01 , and low Reynolds number, Re  0.1 , were simulated
for a range of capillary numbers. In our simulations Ca is limited to 0.005 since the film thickness
becomes small and difficult to resolve accurately on the Eulerian grid as Ca  0 . Figure 4-3
shows a comparison of the predicted film thickness as a function of capillary number from our
simulations with the analytical results of Aussillous and Quéré [13], and the numerical simulations
of Tsai and Miksis [32], and Reinelt and Saffman [17]. It is worth noting that Reinelt and Saffman
and Aussillous and Quéré base their capillary number on the drop velocity rather than the bulk
velocity and the values presented are corrected to reflect this difference. In addition, Bretherton’s
solution for Ca  0 , Eq. (4.3) is also plotted showing the discrepancy at large Ca. A good
agreement is seen for the film thickness of low viscosity drops predicted by our simulations and
the previous analytical and computational work.
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Figure 4-3. Film thickness between long drops and channel wall as a function of capillary
number. Current simulations with Re = 0.1, λ = 0.01 (filled squares), Tsai and Miksis, λ = 0.1
(+), Reinelt and Saffman, λ = 0.01 (open circles), Aussillous and Quéré, Eq. (4.4) (solid line),
and Bretherton, Eq. (4.3) (dashed line).

4.3.2 Extra Pressure Loss
For long drops with κ ≥ 1.2, the drop profile is flat and the flow is unidirectional in the
middle section of the drop. An analytical expression can be derived to accurately predict the
pressure gradient in the flat region, provided the film thickness is known [22]. Recognizing that
once the drop has reached its long asymptotic shape any increase in the drop volume only results
in changes in the length of the drop, and does not affect the shape or flow around the front or rear
of the drop. The change in extra pressure loss with drop volume is given by
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where rd  (1  h) is the asymptotic radius of the drop non-dimensionalized with the tube radius.
The change in extra pressure loss with drop volume was found by varying κ from 1.5 to 2.0 at
different viscosity ratios. The results of our simulations was compared with Eq. (4.5) in Table 4.1.
Excellent agreement between the simulations and the analytical expression is seen at low viscosity
ratios with a somewhat higher than expected error for more viscous drops.

Table 4.1. Comparison of change in extra pressure loss with volume for different viscosity ratios
for long drops between the numerical values and the analytical expression Eq. (3.32)
SA
 100
S

 P  
S 

 V Sim

 P  
A

 V  Eq.(4.5)

0.1

-3.092

-3.107

-0.478

0.5

-1.151

-1.151

0.036

5

1.420

1.345

5.287

10

1.572

1.511

3.897

λ

% Error 

4.4 General Flow at Low Reynolds Numbers
With the numerical method validated we begin by presenting results for the flow of fluid
drops at low Reynolds number, Re = 0.1. The results at low Reynolds numbers gives us a general
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understanding of droplet flow and gives a basis to study the effects when inertial effects become
important.

4.5 Effect of Capillary Number
The stress balance at the interface is determined primarily by the capillary number with
large deformation seen as Ca becomes large. In general small drops remain nearly spherical for
Ca ≥ 0.1 and take on elongated shape for Ca ~ 1. If the capillary number is too large, Ca > 5, then
the shape may not be stable and the droplet could break apart. The effect of Ca on the drop
deformation is shown in Figures 4-4 through 4-7 for drops of size κ = 0.5, 0.7, 0.9 and 1.1. As
both Ca and κ increase the deformation of the droplets increase. The front of the drop becomes
more pointed while the rear of the drop becomes flattened and at the largest Ca develops a convex
shape. The long flat film section can be seen in Figures 4-6 and 4-7 at the higher values of Ca.
As the drops deform they elongate in the axial direction and become narrower. The increase in
time means the drop will travel over a larger distance before it relaxes into a steady state.

Figure 4-4. Comparison of drop shapes as a function of Ca for κ = 0.5, λ = 1, and Re = 0.1.
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Figure 4-5. Comparison of drop shapes as a function of Ca for κ = 0.7, λ = 1, and Re = 0.1.

Figure 4-6. Comparison of drop shapes as a function of Ca for κ = 0.9, λ = 1, and Re = 0.1.

Figure 4-7. Comparison of drop shapes as a function of Ca for κ = 1.1, λ = 1, and Re = 0.1.

4.5.1 Effect of Capillary Number on Drop Velocity
The velocity of the drops depends on the shape of the drop and the shear stress along the
interface. If we keep the viscosity ratio fixed and vary the capillary number the shape changes
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while not greatly affecting the shear stress. As Ca increases, the drops become narrower and closer
to the centerline where the velocity is the greatest. At low Ca the drops remain spherical and the
velocity is strongly dependent on the size as seen in Figure 4-8. The velocity of the drops increase
with Ca as the drops become elongated. The velocities of the different sized drops become nearly
independent of κ as Ca becomes large. We conclude that the velocity is more dependent on the
width of the drop, as determined by the front cap region, than the overall length of the drop.

Figure 4-8. Drop velocity as a function of drop size and Capillary number for Re = 0.1 and λ = 1.

4.5.2 Effect of Capillary Number on Extra Pressure Loss
As with the drop velocity, there is a great segregation of ΔP+ between the different drop
sizes at low values of the capillary number. The large drops at small values of Ca nearly block the
channel with only a thin layer of fluid between the drop and the channel wall. As the capillary
number increases the drop is more easily deformed by the flow and as a result provides less
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resistance to the flow. As we are only considering equal viscosity drops the main contribution to
the extra pressure loss is how much the drop disturbs the flow, which decays as Ca increases. The
data for the different sized drops collapse onto itself as Ca becomes large. It is also worth pointing
out the non-dimensional pressure gradient is -8. The presence of a drop does not greatly increase
the overall pressure drop of the system unless Ca is < 0.1 and κ > 0.9.

Figure 4-9. Extra pressure drop as a function of drop size and Capillary number for Re = 0.1 and
λ =1.

4.6 Effect of Viscosity Ratio
The viscosity ratio plays a very important role in the dynamics of droplet flows. The
surface can change from an essentially stress free surface at λ = 0 to a solid surface as λ → ∞.
Large variations in fluid viscosities are possible, even when restricted to neutrally buoyant fluids
[158]. We begin by showing the effect of the viscosity ratio on the shapes of different sized drops
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in Figures 4-10 through 4-13 for Ca = 0.5. By choosing a larger value of Ca greater deformations
are expected which will emphasize the role λ plays in the drop shape. For the smallest drops κ =
0.5, the shapes remain nearly identical even at a moderately large capillary number. For the larger
drops, κ ≥ 0.7 there are large differences in the shapes of the drops. The more viscous drops are
highly elongated while the low viscosity drops are relatively shorter and wider. Although
Bretherton’s original analyses was only valid for small Ca it did predict that the film thickness
would increase by a factor of 22/3 [12]. This increase in film thickness can be seen clearly in Figure
4-12 where the drops are large enough to have a short section of constant film thickness. For the
largest drops studied κ =1.1, we only show the λ =0.1 and λ =1 drops as the λ =10 drop displayed
oscillatory motion. Several frames of this oscillatory motion for the λ = 10 drop is shown
separately in Figure 4-14. In this figure the r-axis has been stretched to enhance the size of the
disturbances on the drop surface.
For the large, highly viscous, drop the combination of large viscosity ratio and small
surface tension generates a instability in the interface. Small perturbations are generated near the
front of the drop which grow and are swept towards the rear of the drop by the flow in the outer
fluid. The smaller drops do not have a long enough flat area for the shear instability to form. This
instability in droplet flow was first reported by Lac and Sherwood [33] for similar flow parameters
in the Stokes regime. The instability of stratified, viscous Poiseuille flow was first reported by
Yih [159]. The droplet instability is a semi-stable state as both the confining wall and finite size
of the drop prevent the surface perturbations from growing unbounded. It is feasible that in a
different parameter regime the surface perturbations could lead to drop breakup through the
Rayleigh-Plateau instability.
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Figure 4-10. Comparison of shapes of different viscosity drops for κ = 0.5, Re = 0.1, and Ca =
0.5

Figure 4-11. Comparison of shapes of different viscosity drops for κ = 0.7, Re = 0.1, and Ca =
0.5.

Figure 4-12. Comparison of shapes of different viscosity drops for κ = 0.9, Re = 0.1, and Ca =
0.5.
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Figure 4-13. Comparison of shapes of different viscosity drops for κ = 1.1, Re = 0.1, and Ca =
0.5.

Figure 4-14. Several profiles of the oscillations seen in large, highly viscous drops, κ = 1.1, λ =
10, Ca = 0.5, Re = 0.1. The axis has been stretched in the radial direction to enlarge the
disturbances on the drop surface.

4.6.1 Effect of Viscosity Ratio on Drop Velocity
The viscosity ratio affects the drop velocity by modifying the shear stress condition at the
interface. For low viscosity drops the inner fluid adds little resistance to the bulk flow around the
drop. As the viscosity of the drop increases the velocity of fluid inside decreases and the tangential
component of the velocity along the interface slows down. As the interface becomes more rigid
the drop experiences more drag and slows down. This effect happens regardless of the drop shape
as seen in Figure 4-15 where the drop velocity is plotted as a function of κ for different viscosity
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ratios. At the smallest κ there is a large difference between the drop velocities even though the
shapes are nearly identical. As the drop size increases there is an initial decrease in the velocity
followed by a slight increase that eventually levels off as the drop reaches its large drop limit. The
slight increase after the initial decrease happens as the drop takes on an elongated shape with a flat
middle section. For the lowest viscosity drop the initial decrease is quite small and the final
velocity is still quite large. In fact if the capillary number is increased further the low viscosity
drops can travel at a velocity faster than the centerline. This phenomenon has been reported before
by previous authors in other numerical studies [33, 133]. The highly viscous drop that was unstable
has its velocities reported with error bars to indicate the range during the oscillations.

.
Figure 4-15. Drop velocity as a function of drop size for different viscosity ratios and Ca = 0.5,
Re = 0.1. The error bar on the high viscosity drop indicates the range of the oscialltions in
velocity.
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4.6.2 Effect of Viscosity Ratio on Extra Pressure Drop
When examining the extra pressure loss for drops of different viscosity the most important
effect is the replacement of the bulk liquid with a liquid of different viscosity. The dissipation
within the drop has a much bigger role than the flow disturbance. Figure 4-16 shows the extra
pressure loss as a function of drop size and viscosity ratio. The equal viscosity drop shows a small
increase with κ that levels out and remains flat for κ > 0.9. The lower and higher viscosity drops
see steady decreases and increases respectively in ΔP+ as κ becomes large This steady change in
ΔP+ was used to create Table 4.1, although at a lower value of Ca to eliminate any oscillations.
As the drop size becomes larger the effect of viscosity can have a large impact on the overall
pressure drop especially for low viscosity drop or bubbles.

Figure 4-16. Extra pressure drop as a function of drop size for different viscosity ratios and Ca =
0.5, and Re = 0.1. The error bar on the high viscosity drop indicates the range of the oscialltions
in pressure drop.
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4.7 Droplet Flow with Surfactants
The primary effect of surfactants is to reduce the interfacial tension, which causes the
capillary number to increase. In order to account for this effect, in the surfactant simulations the
capillary number is based on the interfacial tension when the surfactant concentration is at
equilibrium with its surroundings. With this scaling, the primary effect of surfactants is the
addition of Marangoni stresses that arise due to gradients in interfacial tension. Because the drops
move through the channel with a velocity higher than the average fluid velocity, the overall
transport of the surfactants is from the front to the rear of the drop. The velocity field in and around
the drop can be seen in Figure 4-17 and Figure 4-18 for both clean and surfactant laden drops. The
surfactants strongly resist motion near the interface through Marangoni stresses which eliminate
most of the flow within the drop. Based on the flow in the outer fluid, local accumulation of
surfactants is expected at the front stagnation point and the rear stagnation ring (converging flow)
while a depletion of surfactants is expected at the front stagnation ring and the rear stagnation point
(diverging flow).

Figure 4-17. Velocity vector plot in the frame of reference of the clean drop with κ = 0.8, Ca =
0.1, λ = 1 and Re = 0.1.
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Figure 4-18. Velocity vector plot in the frame of reference of the drop with surfactants with
κ = 0.8, Ca = 0.1, λ = 1, Re = 0.1, x = 0.7, Pe = 100, and Bi = 0.01.

In the adsorption-limited regime, the surfactant distribution depends on the balance
between surface convection, surface diffusion, and adsorption/desorption to the surface. In
addition, because the surface can deform and undergo local changes in surface area, there is a
coupling between the drop deformation and the surfactant distribution.

There are two

consequences of the non-uniform surfactant concentration gradients. First, high curvature regions
develop along the interface where the surface tension is low in order to balance the normal stress
jump in these regions. The high curvature regions, in turn, increase surface dilation effects and
reduce the surfactant concentration locally. Second, the interfacial tension gradients due to the
non-uniform surfactant distribution induce Marangoni stresses that oppose the tangential flow
along the drop surface. This Marangoni stress reduces the drop mobility and causes an increase in
the extra pressure loss. Figure 4-18 shows that the Marangoni stress at the interface has almost
eliminated any flow within the drop. For the following surfactant studies, the capillary number is
set to 0.1 and moderate sized drops, κ = 0.8, are used. For all the simulations with surfactants, the
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Gibb’s elasticity number is set at 0.2, which is in the range of physically realistic parameters [160].
We explore the effects of changing the surface Peclet number, Biot number, and surface coverage
on the drop velocity, extra pressure drop at low and high Reynolds numbers.

4.7.1 Effect of Equilibrium Surface Coverage
The equilibrium surface coverage, x   eq /   , plays a very important role in determining
the surface tension. The surface coverage is set by the adsorption and desorption rate constants as
well as the bulk concentration. If adsorption is faster than desorption the interface will be nearly
saturated and x will approach one. As seen in Figure 4-19 as x increases the surface tension
decreases, with the greatest variation seen as x → 1. Because the equilibrium surface tension was
chosen as our characteristic tension the capillary number is not affect by x, however there is rapid
variation in γ at large x. As x becomes larger and the Marangoni stresses become more important
there is a decrease in drop velocity and an increase in the extra pressure drop. This change can be
seen in Figure 4-19 where both V and ΔP+ are plotted as a function of x. The large triangle at x =
0 represents the surfactant free or clean drop. At low surface coverage, the Marangoni stresses are
weak and the drop behavior is close to that of a clean drop. As x becomes larger the Marangoni
stresses increase and the drop slows down and ΔP+ increases. Eventually the Marangoni stresses
along the interface are so great that they eliminate any tangential motion along the interface. After
this point there is relatively little change in V and ΔP+ with further increases in x as the surface is
already immobile.
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Figure 4-19. Effect of equilibrium surface coverage x, on drop velocity and extra pressure drop
with κ = 0.8, Pe =100, Bi =0.1, Re = 0.1, Ca = 0.1, λ = 1.

The distribution of surfactants as a function of x can be seen in Figure 4-20. In each case
the surfactants are swept from the front towards the rear of the drop, s = 0. Local accumulation is
seen at the very front of the drop at the converging stagnation point and local depletion is see at
the very rear of drop at the diverging stagnation point. At the lowest surface coverages, x = 0.1
and 0.3, the surface flow creates regions that are nearly surfactant free. As the Marangoni stresses
increase with x, the surface flow slows down and the concentration becomes uniform. The
corresponding surface tension along the drop surface is shown in Figure 4-21. For low surface
coverages, the variation in surface tension is small and in the regions of surfactant depletion there
are essentially no Marangoni stresses. As x increases, the surface tension data begins to take a
common form. The large Marangoni stresses as x → 1 resist any motion along the interface. As
the simulations are at low Ca the drop shape does not change much with x. The surface tension
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profile is therefore expected to collapse to a limiting form where the gradients in tension are large
enough to balance the viscous stresses in the surrounding fluid and keep the surface immobile.

Figure 4-20. Surfactant distribution along drop surface as a function of equilibrium surface
coverage x, with κ = 0.8, Pe = 100, Bi = 0.1, Re = 0.1, Ca = 0.1, and λ = 1.

Figure 4-21. Surface tension distribution along drop surface as a function of equilibrium surface
coverage x, with κ = 0.8, Pe =100, Bi = 0.1, Re = 0.1, Ca = 0.1, and λ = 1.
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4.7.2 Effect of Surface Peclet Number
The surface Peclet number describes the balance between surface diffusion and convection.
For most physical systems, convection tends to dominate over diffusion with surface Peclet
numbers larger than 104 [90, 161]. For small Peclet numbers, diffusion will dominate and cause
the surfactant distribution to become uniform. As Pe  0, surface tension gradients disappear
and the drop should behave like a clean drop. In Figure 4-22, the effect of changing the Peclet
number on the drop velocity and extra pressure loss is shown. Our data reduces to the equivalent
clean drop limit, represented by a solid triangle, Pe  0 . As the Peclet number grows, large
Marangoni stresses develop that resist the flow around the interface and reduce the drop mobility.
The effects of the Marangoni stresses are more significant at larger Peclet numbers. However, at
large Peclet numbers, the smoothing effect of diffusion disappears and numerical instabilities in
the concentration profile can grow and distort the solution. Since the effect of changing Peclet
number on the drop velocity and extra pressure loss become less pronounced for Pe > 100, the
Peclet number is fixed at 100 for the rest of the simulations.
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Figure 4-22. Effect of surface Peclet number on drop velocity and extra pressure loss with κ =
0.8, x = 0.7, Bi = 0.1, Re = 0.1, Ca = 0.1 and λ = 1 . The triangles at the far left represent the
equivalent surfactant free drop.

4.7.3 Effect of Biot Number
The Biot number represents the ratio of desorption of surfactants from the interface to the
rate of convection along the interface. Transport of surfactants between the bulk and the surface
through adsorption / desorption also tends to smooth out the surfactant concentration. Surfactants
adsorb from the bulk at the front of the drop where the surfactant concentration is low and desorb
at the rear of the drop where the surfactant accumulates. As the rate of adsorption and desorption
increases, that is the Biot number increases, the concentration gradients decrease. As Bi → ∞, the
drop behaves like a surfactant-free drop, the Marangoni stresses disappear, and the clean drop limit
is reached. This is seen in Figure 4-23 where the drop velocity and pressure loss are shown as a
function of the Biot number. As Biot number approaches zero, a different limit is found where
surface convection is balanced by Marangoni stresses. The case where Bi = 0 is a fundamentally
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different problem as there will be no transfer of surfactant from the bulk to the surface. This
corresponds to a bulk insoluble surfactant that can be a valid approximation in certain situations
where the time scale of the flow is much faster than the time scale for adsorption. However because
we are looking at steady state solutions that captures all of the time scales, the limiting problem as
Bi → 0 does not correspond to the limit problem of Bi = 0.

Figure 4-23. Effect of Biot number on drop velocity and extra pressure loss with κ = 0.8, x = 0.7,
Pe = 100, Re = 0.1, Ca = 0.1, and λ = 1. The triangles at the far right represent the equivalent
surfactant free drop.

4.7.4 Effect of Drop Size
The effect of surfactants on a range of drop sizes is shown in Figure 4-24 and Figure 4-25
where drop velocity and extra pressure drop are shown for clean and surfactant-laden drops. The
surfactant-laden drops are seen to travel slower than the clean drops over most of the range of drop
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sizes studied. As the drops becomes larger the difference in velocities decreases for the parameters
studied here. The behavior for large drops with surfactants can be complex as large surfactant
concentrations can build up near the rear of the drop as surfactants are swept along the long flat
section of the drop. The concentration can exceed the maximum monolayer packing at which
point a phase transition can occur that our simulations cannot capture. The extra pressure drop
exceeds that of the clean drop as expected from the discussion of Marangoni stresses. The extra
pressure drop continually increases with drop size while the equal viscosity clean drop displays a
limiting value that does not further increase with drop size. The effect of surfactants is to slow the
tangential motion along the interface in a manner similar to the highly viscous drops. Therefore
ΔP+ continues to increase with drop size similar to the large λ drops.

Figure 4-24. Comparison of drop velocity of surfactant laden and clean drops as a function of
drop size for x = 0.7, Pe = 100, Bi = 0.1, Ca = 0.1, Re = 0.1 and λ = 1.
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Figure 4-25. Comparison of the extra pressure drop of surfactant laden and clean drops as a
function of drop size for x = 0.7, Pe = 100, Bi = 0.1, Ca = 0.1, Re = 0.1 and λ = 1.

4.8 Inertial Effects
In this section, results are presented for drops translating in a tube at finite Reynolds
numbers. Effect of drop size, drop viscosity, and capillary number on the drop velocity and extra
pressure loss as a function of Reynolds number are presented. The Reynolds number is varried
from 0.1 up to 400 since at large Re, the drop experiences oscillations and the flow becomes
unsteady. Without viscosity to damp out the flow, these oscillations can grow until the drop breaks
through either continuous lengthening or from a penetrating jet. In addition, as the Reynolds
number increases the drop might lose its axial symmetry particularly at the rear of the drop. Three
dimensional shape oscillations were seen by Asadolahi et al. [41] who studied gas bubbles in water
at large Re. They found that the oscillations would begin for Re ~ 950 for their experimental work
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and ~ 1200 for their axially symmetric numerical work. The assumption of axisymmetry may
artificially stabilize the drop.
Figures 4-26 and 4-27 show the dimensionless drop velocity and extra pressure loss as a
function of the Reynolds number for different drop sizes for λ = 1 and Ca = 0.1. The corresponding
drop shapes, streamlines, and pressure contours for κ = 0.5 and κ = 0.8, for Re = 0.1, 100, and 400
are shown in Figure 4-28. The pressure contours have been adjusted so that the pressure at the far
right of each image is zero and increases towards the rear of the drop. The effects of inertia do not
become apparent until a relatively large Reynolds number (Re > 50). For small drop sizes, with κ
= 0.5, an increase in Re leads to a decrease in drop velocity and slight increase in ΔP+. This can
be explained by examining the shapes of the drop in Figure 4-28. All the drops show two
stagnation points at the front and the rear of the drop due to the symmetry of the drop. As discussed
earlier, two stagnation rings exist along the drop surface, one near the front of the drop and one
near the rear of the drop. As Re increases, a local region of high pressure (lighter) appears near
the front stagnation ring while a region of low pressure (darker) appears near the gap between the
wall and widest part of the drop. The stagnation rings represent a region where the flow changes
direction requiring a pressure gradient, which grows in magnitude with increased inertia. The
change in the pressure distribution on the drop surface causes the drop to become more pointed at
the front and wider near the rear. The wider shape at larger Re causes the small drop to slow down
as it obstructs the flow. This obstruction combined with regions of high and low pressure lead to
an overall increase in the extra pressure loss.
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Figure 4-26. Effect of Reynolds number on drop velocity as a function of drop size κ with Ca =
0.1 and λ = 1.

Figure 4-27. Effect of Reynolds number on extra pressure drop as a function of drop size κ with
Ca = 0.1 and λ = 1. Error bars are added to the κ = 1.2 drops for large Re to indicate the range of
the pressure oscillations.
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For drops of moderate size, (0.5 ≤ κ 0. ≤ 0.8), the initial decrease in velocity is followed
by an increase as Re gets larger. The initial widening effect is seen in Figure 4-28 for the κ = 0.8
drop at Re = 100 however, at Re = 400 the drop is now much more elongated with a wavy interface.
As the inertial forces become dominant over surface tension the drop cannot maintain a spherical
shape and the drop elongates. The drop shape is much harder to analyze, as there are several
regions of high and low pressure along the interface as well as inside the drop. The vortex inside
the drop between the two stagnation rings also splits into two. This elongated shape travels faster
and provides less resistance to the flow leading to a decrease in the extra pressure loss. For
moderate sized drops, a minimum for the drop velocity and a maximum for the extra pressure drop
as a function of Reynolds numbers are seen. The minima in the drop velocity (occurring at
Re ~ 70 for   0.8) , however, does not occur at the same Reynolds number as the maxima in the

extra pressure loss (occurring at Re ~ 100 for   0.8) . The Reynolds number at which the drop
velocity reaches a minimum (or pressure loss reaches a maximum) decreases with increasing drop
size.
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Figure 4-28. Effect of Reynolds number on droplet flow. Pressure contours (upper half) and
streamlines (lower half) are shown for small drops, κ = 0.5, for Re = 0.1, 100, and 400 (a,b,c
respectively) and for medium sized drops, κ = 0.8 for Re = 0.1,100, and 400 (d,e,f respectively),
for λ =1.0, Ca = 0.1.

As the drop size increases, the magnitude of the initial widening decreases due to the
confining effect of the wall. For drops of size κ = 1.2, this effect disappears completely and the
drop only elongates with increasing Re. These long drops therefore never see a minimum in
velocity and instead see a monotonic increase as the drop becomes narrower. However, for the
long drops a new phenomenon is observed where the shapes take on a stable but oscillatory motion
near the end. The drop shapes for κ = 1.2 at different Re can be seen in Figure 4-29. At low Re,
the drop is already elongated and the drop stretches and develops a wavy profile at the rear as Re
increases. At Re = 200, stable oscillations that do not grow or damp out in time develop in the
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end cap of the drop. Both the maximum and minimum in shape oscillation for Re  200 are shown
in Figure 4-29. The variation in the extra pressure loss corresponding to the shape oscillations for
these high Re drops is represented as error bars in Figure 4-27. The velocity of these drops also
showed oscillations albeit not at a level discernable on Figure 4-26.

Figure 4-29. Effect of Reynolds number on the shape of large drops κ =1.2, Ca = 0.1, λ = 1, Re =
0.1, 100, 200, and 400. The maximum and minimum in shape oscillation are shown for Re = 200
and 400.

4.8.1 Effect of Inertia and Viscosity Ratio
Figures 4-30 and 4-31 show the drop velocity and extra pressure loss as a function of
Reynolds number for viscosity ratios, λ = 0.1, 1, and 10, for medium sized drops with κ = 0.7 and
Ca = 0.1. Again, the effects of Reynolds number are seen only for Re > 10. For λ = 0.1 and 1, the
drop velocity shows a large decrease as Reynolds number increases until Re = 100 at which point
it increases very rapidly. The λ = 10 drops show a very slight decrease in drop velocity until Re =
100 and then increases very rapidly like the lower viscosity ratio drops. At low Re, the drops have
very similar shapes as seen in Figure 4-32. The differences in V and ΔP+ are due to shear stress
conditions at the interface which is nearly free at λ = 0.1 and nearly solid-like at λ = 10. As the
Reynolds number increases up to ~ 100, the drops go through an initial widening with the lower
viscosity drops seeing a larger shape change. The widening of the drop slows down its velocity
and increases the extra pressure loss. For drops with large inertia (Re > 100), the shape becomes
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more elongated resulting in an increase in the drop velocity with Reynolds number. The low
viscosity, λ = 0.1, drops are not shown in Figure 4-32 for Re > 125 as they showed oscillations as
the internal Re was 1250. A separate figure showing the shape oscillations of the low viscosity
drop at a Reynolds number of 125 can be seen in Figure 4-33. These shape oscillations are stable
in the current simulations although they might be partially stabilized by the assumption of
axisymmetry.

Figure 4-30 Drop velocity versus Reynolds number for medium sized drops, κ =0.7, and
different viscosity ratios for Ca = 0.1. Error bars are shown for the large Re, λ = 0.1 case to show
the range of the oscillations.
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Figure 4-31. Extra pressure loss versus Reynolds number for medium sized drops, κ = 0.7, and
different viscosity ratios for Ca = 0.1. Error bars are shown for the large Re, λ = 0.1 case to show
the range of the oscillations.

The velocities and extra pressure loss for Re > 100 become nearly independent of the drop
viscosity. At the largest Reynolds number studied (Re = 400) the drop shapes appear very similar
except at the rear and have nearly identical values of V and ΔP+. This independence of velocity
and extra pressure loss with viscosity ratio at high Reynolds number is seen for other drop sizes as
well. When inertia becomes dominant, it appears that the larger deformation of the drop plays a
more important role in determining the drop velocity and extra pressure loss compared to the shear
stress at the interface.
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Figure 4-32. Effect of Reynolds number on the shape of drops with   0.7 , Ca = 0.1 for (a) Re
=10, (b) Re = 50, (c) Re = 100, (d) Re = 200, (e) Re = 300, and (f) Re = 400. Figures (a,b,c) show
λ = 0.1, 1, and 10. Figures (d,e,f) only show λ = 1 and 10 as the λ = 0.1 drops are unstable.

Figure 4-33. Shape oscillations of low viscosity λ = 0.1, drop at a Reynolds number of 125.
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4.8.2 Effect of Inertia on Large Drops
For large drops, the flow is studied in the low Ca regime as the interest is primarily in the
film thickness in coating flows. Figures 4-34 and 4-35 show the effect of Reynolds number on the
drop velocity and extra pressure loss for large drops with κ =1.2 and λ = 1, for capillary numbers
ranging from 0.005 to 0.1. The steady drop shapes for Re = 10, 100, and 400 for Ca = 0.005, 0.01,
0.05 and 0.1 are also shown in Figure 4-36. The less deformed low capillary number drops occupy
a larger fraction of the tube (lower film thickness) resulting in lower drop velocities and higher
extra pressure loss for the same Reynolds number. As seen earlier for Ca = 0.1 drops, the drop
velocity does not change much with Reynolds number until Re > 50. For larger inertia, the drops
move with higher drop velocities as the shapes become more elongated. The enhancement in the
mobility of the drops at higher Reynolds number reduces for drops with a lower capillary number
as seen in Figure 4-34. Drops with lower capillary number resist deformation and need a much
larger Reynolds numbers to deform them and increase their mobility. The more deformable, Ca
= 0.1, drops show a maximum in the extra pressure loss as the Reynolds number increases. These
higher Ca and Re drops are prone to shape oscillations as described earlier and the extent of these
oscillations are shown with error bars in Figures 4-34 and 4-35. The maximum in the extra
pressure loss shifts to higher Reynolds number and becomes more significant as the drops become
less deformable, i.e. capillary number decreases.
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Figure 4-34. Drop velocity as a function of Reynolds number for large drops κ, = 1.2 at different
Capillary numbers and λ = 1. Errors bars are included for the largest Re to indicate the range of
oscillations seen.

Figure 4-35. Extra pressure loss as a function of Reynolds number for large drops κ =1.2, at
different Capillary numbers and λ = 1. Errors bars are included for the largest Re to indicate the
range of oscillations seen.
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Figure 4-36. Effect of Reynolds number on the shape of drops with   1.2 , λ = 1, and (a) Ca =
0.005, (b) Ca = 0.01, (c) Ca = 0.05 and (d) Ca = 0.1.

To study the film thickness h, as a function of Capillary and Reynolds number, large drops
were simulated with, κ = 1.5 and λ = 1. The film thickness is shown to increase monotonically
with Ca and Re as seen in Figure 4-37. This increase with Re is small and only occurs for large
values of inertia, Re ≥ 100. Unlike Heil [35] and the analysis of Ryck [44] there is no initial film
thinning effect seen. The current studies however include the dynamic effect of an inner viscous
fluid, which is treated as a non-interacting gas in the other studies. The largest variation is seen
for large capillary numbers where a 10 percent increase in seen in the film thickness.
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Figure 4-37. Effect of Capillary and Reynolds number on the film thickness of long drops with κ
= 1.5 and  = 1.

4.9 Inertial and Surfactant Effects
Results are presented for droplet flow where both inertial and surfactants effects are
present. At low Reynolds numbers a balance is found between viscous stress along the interface
and Marangoni stresses due to surfactant concentration distributions. This balance of stress is
determined by how the surfactants distribute themselves along the interface as a function of Pe,
Bi, and x. For low Reynolds number flows, the relevant drop parameters V and ΔP+ were seen to
vary monotonically with the different surfactant transport parameters. When inertial effects
become important new non-monotonic trends are seen.
We begin by showing the effect of varying the Biot number at different Reynolds number
for the previously discussed case of a medium sized drop κ = 0.8, at high surface coverage x = 0.7,
and a large Peclet number Pe = 100. Figures 4-38 and 4-39 show the drop velocity and extra
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pressure loss as a function of Bi for Reynolds numbers of 0.1, 50, 100, and 150. At a low Reynolds
number (Re = 0.1), the Marangoni stresses are large at small Biot numbers and the drop velocity
reduces monotonically from the clean drop case, ( Bi   ) as the Biot number is reduced.
Similarly, the extra pressure loss increases monotonically from the clean drop case as the Biot
number is reduced. When inertial effects are combined with surfactants, new balances between
Marangoni stresses and inertia are found. For all Reynolds number simulations, the drop velocity
and extra pressure loss due converge at large Biot numbers to the equivalent clean drop limit,
represented by solid triangles at Bi = 100 in Figure 4-38 and Figure 4-39.

Figure 4-38. Drop velocity as a function of Bi at different Re for κ = 0.8, λ = 1, x = 0.7, Pe =
100, and Ca = 0.1. The triangles represent the limiting case of an infinite Biot number at each
respective Re.
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Figure 4-39. Extra pressure loss as a function of Bi at different Re for κ = 0.8, λ = 1, x = 0.7, Pe
= 100, and Ca = 0.1. The triangles represent the limiting case of an infinite Biot number at each
respective Re.
For the three larger Reynolds numbers shown in the Figure 4-38, a maximum in velocity
occurs for an intermediate Biot number. For a Reynolds number of 100 a maximum in the drop
velocity and minimum in extra pressure loss occurs at a Biot number of one. The location of the
maximum in velocity is unexpected as the Marangoni stresses are still important at these Biot
numbers, which should slow down the drop as compared to the clean case. The maximum in drop
velocity at large Re can be explained by examining the drop shapes in Figure 4-40 where the
change in drop shape is shown for low, intermediate, and infinite Biot number for drops in the
non-inertial and inertial regime. Changes in Biot number do not greatly affect the drop shape for
the low Reynolds number case. For the large Reynolds number case there are significant changes
as Bi is varied from 0.01 to ∞. As seen in Figure 4-40, the drop at Re = 100 and Bi = ∞ is seen to
take a wider shape near the end of the drop slowing it down. As the Bi number decreases, the
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Marangoni stresses resist the flow along the interface causing a buildup in pressure. This causes
the rear end of the drop to become narrower and elongate increasing the velocity. It appears that
at moderate Bi numbers the shape is more important than the Marangoni stress, however, as Bi →
0 the Marangoni stresses dominates and the drop slows down. The drop velocity, therefore,
reaches a maximum at this intermediate value of Biot number. Similar arguments can be used to
explain the non-monotonic decrease in extra pressure loss at higher Re. In general, as the inertial
effects are increased, the effect of surfactants tends to diminish and the speed and extra pressure
loss vary only slightly with the Biot number.

Figure 4-40. Effect of Biot number on drop shapes at (a) Re =0.1 and (b) Re =100 for κ = 0.8, λ
=1, x = 0.7, Pe = 100, and Ca = 0.1 with Bi = 0.01(dotted), Bi = 1(solid), Bi = ∞ (dashed).

The basis for the non-monotonicity was found to be a balance of Marangoni stresses and
variation in drop shape. We conclude by examining the effect of changing the surface coverage x,
which in turn changes the size of the Marangoni stresses. For small x, the variation in interfacial
tension with surfactant concentration is small and the Marangoni stresses are weak. As x → 1, the
variation of interfacial tension with surfactant concentration is large and the Marangoni stresses
become important. Figures 4-41 and 4-42 show the drop velocity and extra pressure loss as a
function of Biot number for equilibrium surface coverages of x = 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9, for Re = 100.
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The drop shapes stayed nearly the same with changing x and are, therefore, not included here. As
seen in Figure 4-41 and Figure 4-42, the drop velocity, (extra pressure loss) shows a maximum,
(minimum) at an intermediate Biot number. However, as x is increased, that maximum (minimum)
in drop velocity (extra pressure loss) is shifted to lower Biot numbers. This location of the
maximum is where the effect of the changing drop shape is balanced by the Marangoni stresses.
As x is increased smaller gradients in surfactant concentration are need to have the same level of
Marangoni stress. Therefore as x increases the inflection points in the data shift to higher values
of Bi where the surfactant gradients are smaller.

Figure 4-41. Drop velocity for medium sized, κ = 0.8, drops as a function of Bi at different
surface coverages x, and Pe = 100. Re = 100, Ca =0.1, and λ = 1. The triangle represents the
limiting case of clean drop as Bi goes to infinity.
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Figure 4-42 Extra pressure loss for medium sized, κ = 0.8, drops as a function of Bi at different
surface coverages x, and Pe = 100. Re = 100, Ca =0.1, and λ = 1. The triangle represents the
limiting case of clean drop as Bi goes to infinity.
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Chapter 5

Capsule Flow in Channels
In this chapter we consider liquid drops that are surrounded by a thin elastic membrane
known as capsules. Only capsules where membrane is thin enough to be approximated as a twodimensional structure are considered. This allows us to treat the elastic tensions in the capsule in
a similar manner to the interfacial tension between two fluids. While the membrane is considered
to be two dimensional a small amount of bending rigidity is added to stabilize the membrane
surface against compressive tensions. The capsule membrane is characterized by a constitutive
equation that relates the tension in the membrane to its deformation. The constitutive equation can
be varied to model materials with different elastic behaviors. This dissertation is focus on the NeoHookean and Skalak models which represents strain softening and strain hardening materials. The
two membrane laws can be shown to be equivalent at small deformations when the Skalak law
parameter C is set to 1.
The thin two dimensional capsule model has been studied extensively in the Stokes flow
limit as a model for biological cells and artificial capsules [92, 93]. Artificial capsules have been
used to encapsulate sensitive materials for use in drug delivery and the food industry [162, 163].
The capsule model has been used to understand the results of micro-pipette aspiration studies on
cells [164, 165]. These studies have been used to determine the mechanical properties of cells
which can lead to new diagnostic methods in medicine. The flow induced deformation of capsules
has been studied for a variety of simple linear flows both analytically [112, 156, 166], numerically
[86, 144, 167, 168, 169], and experimentally [69, 70, 170, 171, 172]. The first numerical studies
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by Li and Barthes-Biesel was an extension of the boundary integral technique previously used on
liquid drops. They showed that beyond a certain limiting elastic capillary number the capsule,
which was surrounded by a Neo-Hookean membrane, would continuously deform in an
elongational straining flow.

This study was followed by studies on area-incompressible

membranes in straining flow by Pozrikidis [144]. Later studies focused on different membrane
properties with Diaz, Barthes-Biesel and Pelekasis [173] investigating the effects of membrane
viscosity, Lac and Barthes-Biesel [174] studying membrane pre-stress, and Pozrikidis [175]
studying the effect of bending stiffness. These numerical studies were based on the boundary
integral technique and therefore limited to Stokes flow. A large number of the capsule studies
have focused on capsules in linear shear flows [176, 177, 178, 179, 180]. Capsules in shear flow
display a phenomenon known as “tank treading” in which the deforms into a steady shape aligned
with the flow while the membrane continuously flows around the surface of capsule. The complex
nature of the coupling between the capsule deformation and the surrounding fluid has limited most
analytical results to small deformation, linear straining flow or are based on a simplified lubrication
analysis for capsule flow in channels [85, 181]. The small deformation analysis has been used to
back calculate material properties from experimental measures of capsule deformation in simple
flows.
The experimental studies involving simple linear flows can be difficult to set up and
perform. Recently more focus has been placed on creating flow-through devices that can measure
the deformation of a capsule as it flows through a channel [88, 182]. These devices are easier to
operate and have a larger throughput than devices that create linear straining flows. The analysis
of these devices is more complicated as there is no analytical theory for the shape of a capsule in
channel flow. There have been a number of numerical studies on the flow of capsules in straight
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channels for Poiseuille flow in planar geometries [183, 184], cylindrical channels [74, 87, 185,
186, 187, 188] , and three-dimensional square channels [189, 190]. These studies have elucidated
the effects of varying the elastic properties of the membrane and the size and shape of the capsules.
Non-spherical capsules can undergo a tumbling motion where the capsule flips end over end never
attaining a steady shape. Capsules that are not at the centerline can have a tank-treading effect
where the membrane circulates around the drop due to shearing flow. Suspensions of many small
capsules in channel flow have been used to study the Fahraeus-Linqvist effect [184]. Some of the
studies have been used as references from which one can calculate the elastic properties of artificial
capsules in channel flow [188, 190]. The flow of capsules through constrictions has also received
a lot of attention in numerical studies [140, 191, 192]. Early studies by Leyrat-Maurin and BarthesBiesel examined capsules flowing through short hyperbolic constrictions [192]. They showed that
under constant pressure drop conditions the capsule could bock the channel at stop the flow. Later
studies have focused on how the entrance time is affected by the material properties of the
membrane and the inner fluid [193, 194].
There has been limited work on the effects of inertia on capsule flow and deformation.
Again most of the studies have been focused on shear flow [195, 196, 197, 198, 199, 200] with a
few studies on capsule flow in channels [201, 202]. The inclusion of inertial effects was shown to
increase the deformation in the shear flows. It also caused more oscillatory behavior where drop
deformation oscillated several times around the steady value before its motion decayed away. The
studies on channel flow with inertial effects where focused on the lateral migration of small
capsules. Small particles are known to migrate to equilibrium positions that are not on axis of the
channel. We therefore do not study capsules smaller than κ = 0.5 which was seen to have an
equilibrium position on the center line in [201].
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The steady motion of an axisymmetric capsule in a channel is characterized by a stationary
inner fluid relative to the capsule. As such it is sufficient to only study the equal viscosity ratio
case λ = 1 when looking at the steady motion of these capsules. The viscosity ratio is fixed to one
for all the capsule studies in this chapter. The capsule motion and deformation is studied as a
function of the elastic capillary number, Reynolds number, and membrane constitutive equation.
We focus on the level of strain in capsules and find that at large elastic capillary numbers the
capsules can continuously deform leading to membrane failure. This continuous deformation has
been seen previously for the Neo-Hookean membrane in linear straining flow.

5.1 Effect of Bending Moments and Initial Strain
The effects of pre-strain and the bending moments on capsule flow in channels is studied
at low Reynolds numbers. The bending modulus is directly related to the membrane material as
well as the relative thickness of the membrane compared to the size of the system. For spherical
capsules the membrane pre-strain is a function of how much the membrane material is initially
strained as compared to its resting configuration. The pre-strain can be controlled in experiments
by exploiting the differences in osmotic pressure between the inside and outside of the capsule.
The initial strain in the capsule puts the membrane in tension before the test is run. Both effects
play an important role in the deformation and buckling of the membrane. As the buckling process
destroys the symmetry of the problem we aim to simulate capsules where the membrane is always
in tension. We investigate the effect of adding a slight bending rigidity and initial strain to the
capsule before moving on to study inertial effects. For the initial studies on pre-strain and bending
moments the Reynolds number is set to 0.1. At this level the effects of inertia are still very small
and can be taken to represent the Stokes flow case.
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5.1.1 Bending Moments
Capsules flowing in cylindrical channels typically develop compressive tensions near the
rear of the capsule. The capsule moves faster than the average channel velocity so there is a net
flow from the front to the back of the capsule. The capsule however moves slower than the
maximum channel velocity at the centerline which pushes the rear end of the capsule towards the
front. This leads to an extensional meridional strain at the front of the capsule and a compressive
strain at the rear. In the absence of bending moments, the compressive tensions in the rear can
cause the capsule to buckle leading to a concave rear end. The capsule then takes on a parachute
like shape reminiscent of droplet flow in channels at large capillary numbers. In addition the
viscous stresses and confining effect of the wall tend to deform the widest portion of the capsule
into a narrower shape. The radial compression of the capsule can cause the membrane to form
wrinkles that run parallel to the channel flow. These surface wrinkles have been seen in alginate
membranes in cylindrical channels [188] as well as the 3-D numerical studies of Hu et al. [190].
This form of buckling is less of an issue in square channels as the capsule can deform into the
corners of the channels to relieve the negative tensions [168]. However these wrinkles are not
axisymmetric and cannot be captured by the current method.
The buckling of membranes has been observed experimentally [172], but is still a poorly
understood process. Since buckling cannot be captured by axisymmetric models, we have included
a simple model of bending moments which can stabilize the membrane against compressive
tensions. The relative importance of bending rigidity is measured by the reduced bending ratio,
Br which is the ratio of bending rigidity to elastic tensions. The effect of changing Br on the shape
and flow is studied for large capsules κ = 0.9, at a large deformation Ea = 0.10. The Br number is
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varied from 10-2 to 10-4 and its effects are on the capsule profile are shown in Figure 5-1. By
increasing the bending ratio the overall deformation is lessened as the reference state for the
bending moments is a spherical shape. The most dramatic effects of the bending moments are
seen in the rear of the capsule where the meridional tension is small or even negative. In particular
at small value of the bending ratio the capsule develops a more pointed rear end almost forming a
cusp while at large bending ratios the profile is more rounded. Further increase in the bending
ratio will lead to smaller deformations, however, these simulations can be difficult to carry out due
to the numerical issues involved in calculating the bending moments.

Figure 5-1. Effect of bending ratio on the shape of a flowing capsule, Ea = 0.10, Re = 0.10, κ =
0.9, and α = 0, for a Neo Hookean membrane.

In Figure 5-2 the strain and tension are shown as function of arc length, s for a bending
ratio of 10-4. The membrane is stretched along the meridional direction over most of the capsule
except for a slight region of compression near the rear end where the buckling has occurred. The
azimuthal component of strain is in compression over a significant portion of the capsule. By
examining the membrane tension we see that the buckling near the rear of the capsule has relieved
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some of the compressive tension in the rear. However there is still a region of negative tension in
the azimuthal direction in the middle of the capsules. It is this negative tension that leads to the
parallel wrinkles seen in artificial capsules. Due to the axisymmetric nature of the simulation
these wrinkles are not allowed and the capsule shape remains stable. In order to capture some of
the physical effects of bending rigidity while still allowing for large deformations the bending ratio
was set to 10-4 for the rest of the simulations. This level of bending rigidity does not affect the
solution too much except for the case where highly elongated tips form near the rear of the drop.
These highly pointed tips are difficult to accurately simulate as the curvature becomes large and
experiences rapid variations.

a.

b.

Figure 5-2. Membrane strain (a), and tension (b), as a function of arc length in the meridional
and azimuthal direction for Ea = 0.10, Re = 0.10, κ = 0.9, α = 0, and Br = 10-4, for a Neo
Hookean membrane.
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5.1.2 Initial Strain
The effect of the initial strain on the membrane is seen in Figure 5-3 for a large, κ = 0.9
capsule at a moderate elastic capillary number, Ea = 0.05, and three levels of pre-strain, α = 0, 4,
and 8. For an initially unstressed membrane the capsule buckles near the back which is seen as a
negative meridional curvature at the z-axis. For a moderate amount of initial strain α = 4, the
buckle has almost disappeared and the rear of the capsule is nearly flat. As the initial strain is
increased further the membrane is in tension everywhere and the buckle disappears. This transition
from concave to convex can be used to estimate the material properties of capsule in channel flow
as it is strongly dependent on the material properties, although it requires a knowledge of the initial
pre-strain [87, 188].

Figure 5-3. Capsule shapes for different levels of initial strain for κ = 0.9, Ea = 0.05, Re = 0.1,
and Br = 10-4, for a Neo Hookean membrane.

The effect of initial strain on the tension in the membrane is seen in Figure 5-4. Increasing
α tends to raise the tension uniformly along the surface of the capsule. The only major change in
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the tension distribution is seen for small values of α near the rear when the capsule transitions out
of the buckled state. The tension is everywhere positive in the meridional direction irrespective of
the initial strain while only becoming uniformly positive in the azimuthal direction for α ≥ 4. The
instability of the negative tensions in the azimuthal direction are hidden by the axisymmetric nature
of the simulations. We therefore choose α = 5 for the rest of the simulations to give a margin of
safety against compressive tensions and membrane buckling.

a.

b.

Figure 5-4. Effect of initial strain on the steady state tension in the meridional (a), and azimuthal
(b), direction in the membrane as a function of arc length. The initial strain is shown for α = 0, 2,
4, 6, and 8, for κ = 0.9, Ea = 0.05, Re = 0.1, and Br = 10-4, for a Neo Hookean membrane.

5.2 Capsule Flow at Low Reynolds Numbers
We first simulate the flow of capsules at low Reynolds number, Re = 0.1, with the
previously set values for pre-strain, α = 5, and bending ratio, Br = 10-4. We examine the effects of
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changing the capsule size, elastic capillary number, and membrane constitutive equation. We use
these simulation results as a basis to compare against flow at larger Reynolds numbers.

5.2.1 Effect of Drop Size
The deformation experienced by capsules flowing in channels is strongly dependent on the
relative size of the channel. Small capsules do not feel the confining effect of the wall and hence
have relatively low deformations and remain nearly spherical. As the capsule becomes larger the
fluid flow around the drop is confined to a thin annulus. A lubrication type flow exists here which
can generate large stresses on the membrane and large extra pressure drops in the system [85].
The effect of capsule size, κ on the shape of the capsule and the membrane strain is shown in
Figure 5-5 for a Neo-Hookean membrane with Ea = 0.05. We limit the capsule size to κ = 0.95 as
we expect non-axisymmetric buckling to occur as the capsule becomes more confined by the
channel wall. The meridional and azimuthal strains are plotted as a function of the normalized arc
length in Figure 5-6. For small capsules the deformation is small and the capsule remains
spherical. Larger capsules show larger deformation and the strain varies rapidly with size as κ →
1. The meridional strain is large near the front of the capsule and increases as the capsules become
more confined by the channel. The azimuthal strain takes on an almost sinusoidal form with areas
of high extension at the front and rear and areas of compression near the middle of the capsule the
grow in magnitude with κ. The compressive azimuthal strain is the cause of the wrinkles seen in
capsules as a result of being confined by the channel walls into an elongated form. The velocity in
and around the capsule can be seen in Figure 5-7 for a large, κ =0.9, capsule. We can clearly see
the inside the drop the fluid is stationary as the membrane provides a rigid boundary.
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Figure 5-5. Family of capsule shapes for κ = 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, and 0.9, with Ea = 0.05, Re = 0.1,
Br = 10-4, and α =5, for a Neo Hookean membrane.

a.

b.

Figure 5-6. Effect of drop size on meridional strain (a), and azimuthal strain (b), for κ = 0.5, 0.6,
0.7, 0.8, and 0.9 with Ea = 0.05, Re = 0.1, Br = 10-4, and α =5, for a Neo Hookean membrane.
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Figure 5-7. Velocity vector plot in the frame of reference of the capsule with κ = 0.9, Ea = 0.05,
Re = 0.1, Br = 10-4, and α =5, for a Neo Hookean membrane

In addition to the local membrane properties we also plot the capsule velocity and the extra
pressure loss caused as a function of κ in Figure 5-8. These macroscopic quantities show a very
strong relationship to the capsule size. The velocity is a decreasing function of capsule size as is
expected from previous studies on droplet flow in channels. Very small capsules will flow at the
local fluid velocity which is twice the mean velocity on the centerline. Large capsules that almost
block the channel will flow at the average velocity as there is little flow in the thin annulus between
the capsule and the channel wall. The extra pressure loss depends on how much the capsule
obstructs the otherwise Poiseuille flow. Small capsules create a relatively small disturbance to the
bulk flow while large capsules nearly block the channel causing large pressure drops. As the nondimensional pressure drop per unit length is 8, we expect that large capsules can significantly
increase the pressure drop in a system if the overall volume fraction of the capsules in the
suspending fluid is large enough.
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Figure 5-8. Steady velocity and extra pressure loss as a function of capsule size for Ea = 0.05, Re
= 0.1, α = 5, and Br = 10-4, for a Neo-Hookean membrane.

5.2.2 Effect of Elastic Capillary Number
The elastic capillary number represents the ratio of the deforming viscous stresses to the
tension in the membrane. Large capsules κ = 0.9, are chosen study the effect of elastic capillary
number as it shows a larger deformation as compared to the smaller capsules but is smaller than
the channel wall. The effect of varying Ea on the capsule shape is shown Figure 5-9 and Figure
5-10 for both Neo-Hookean and Skalak type membranes with the Skalak law parameter C , set to
1. By setting C = 1, both membranes display the same strain behavior as Ea → 0, with differences
appearing only at large deformations. At small Ea the capsule remains nearly spherical and has a
convex rear end as the elastic tensions are large. As Ea increases the capsules deform first into a
bullet shape, with a flattened rear end and then begin to develop a negative curvature at the rear
end. The Skalak law membrane represents a strain hardening material and as such it shows much
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smaller deformations as compared to the Neo-Hookean law which is strain softening. The NeoHookean capsule develops a deep indentation with pointed end (parachute shape), while the Skalak
capsule has a relatively flat profile even at the largest Ea. This parachute shape is also seen for
the flow of droplets at large capillary numbers and is the result of the viscous stresses at the rear
of the drop. Upon examining the transient deformation of the Neo-Hookean capsule the tension
in the rear of the drop is seen to become negative briefly before the capsule buckles and relieves
the compressive stress. The strong buckling seen in Neo-Hookean membranes in not seen in the
Skalak law membranes.

Figure 5-9. Effect of Ea on capsule shape for Neo-Hookean membranes with κ = 0.9, Re = 0.1, α
= 5, Br = 10-4 and Ea = 0.005, 0.025, 0.05, 0.075, 0.100 and 0.110.
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Figure 5-10. Effect of Ea on capsule shape for the Skalak law membranes with C = 1 for κ =
0.9, Re = 0.1, α = 5, Br = 10-4 and Ea = 0.005, 0.025, 0.05, 0.075, 0.100 and 0.110.

The buckling transition from a convex to concave rear end can be more clearly seen in
Figure 5-11 where the meridional curvature at the rear end of the capsule on the z-axis is shown.
As is expected both capsules show a similar curvature at small Ea, approaching the limiting
analytical value of 1.11 as Ea → 0. As Ea becomes larger the curvature decreases more rapidly
for the Neo-Hookean membrane. The Neo-Hookean capsule becomes concave for an elastic
capillary number slightly larger than 0.05 while the Skalak capsule does not become concave until
Ea is greater than 0.09. It is also worth noting that there is a rapid variation in curvature as the
Neo-Hookean capsule buckles while the Skalak type membrane displays a remarkably linear
response.
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Figure 5-11. Meridional curvature are the rear end of a capsule as a function of Ea for NeoHookean and Skalak law ( C = 1), membranes with κ = 0.9, Re = 0.1, α = 5 and Br = 10-4.

The increase in deformability with increases in Ea leads to an increase in the capsule
velocity and a decrease in the extra pressure loss. In Figure 5-12 the capsule velocity and extra
pressure drop is shown as a function of Ea for a large κ =0.9 drop at low Reynolds number for
Neo-Hookean and Skalak law membranes . The velocity is seen to steadily increase as the drop
becomes more deformed. The extra pressure drop is very large at small Ea and rapidly decreases
as Ea becomes larger. The extra pressure drop is still large even at the limiting Ea as compared to
a drop of the same size due to the rigid boundary of the capsule. The Skalak law capsule are less
deformable than the Neo-Hookean capsule and have slower velocities and larger extra pressure
drops as a result.
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Figure 5-12. Capsule velocity(a), and extra pressure drop (b), of Neo-Hookean and Skalak law
( C =1) membranes as a function of Ea for κ = 0.9, Re = 0.1, α = 5 and Br = 10-4.

The effect of the elastic capillary number on the membrane strain is shown in Figure 5-13
and Figure 5-14 for the Neo-Hookean and Skalak law capsules. The membranes show similar
strain distributions for small values of Ea. At larger Ea the Neo-Hookean membranes has a much
larger deformation specifically at the front of the capsules where the strain is largest. The
difference in behavior of the two membrane materials can also be seen by plotting the maximum
meridional strain as a function of Ea for both membrane types as seen in Figure 5-15. Again
similar behavior is seen for small elastic capillary number while at large Ea the Neo-Hookean
membrane shows a dramatic increase in strain as compared to the Skalak type capsule which
increases linearly. Based on Figure 5-15 it would seem that max  m  is growing rapidly and
steady shapes will not exist for Ea larger than 0.120. As reported previously in [86], if Ea is too
large the Neo-Hookean capsule will continuously deform until it ruptures while the Skalak type
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capsule will remain stable. As the Skalak capsule is strain hardening it is theorized that capsule
will not show this failure mechanism for any Ea.

a.

b.

Figure 5-13. Effect of Ea on meridional (a), and azimuthal (b), strain for Neo-Hookean
membranes for κ = 0.9, Re = 0.1, α = 5, Br = 10-4 for Ea = 0.005, 0.010, 0.025, 0.05, 0.075.

a.

b.

Figure 5-14. Effect of Ea on meridional (a), and azimuthal (b), strain for Skalak law membranes
with C =1, κ = 0.9, Re = 0.1, α = 5, Br = 10-4 for Ea = 0.005, 0.010, 0.025, 0.05, 0.075.
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Figure 5-15. Maximum meridional strain as a function of Ea for Neo-Hookean and Skalak law
( C = 0.1), membranes with κ =0.9 and Re = 0.1, α = 5, Br = 10-4.

The rapid increase in max  m  with increasing Ea for the Neo-Hookean law suggests that
beyond a certain point no stable shape will exist. This last stable value of Ea before the capsule
fails is known as the limiting Ea. The limiting Ea is highly dependent on the size of capsule. NeoHookean capsules were simulated at different sizes with increasing Ea until the deformation of the
capsule was seen to increase without bound and no stable shape was found. The limiting elastic
capillary number as a function of Ea is plotted in Figure 5-16. The limiting elastic capillary
number is a decreasing function of κ as the less confined capsule experience less viscous stress
and need larger values of Ea to deform sufficiently to cause failure. Once the deformation is large
enough the strain-softening nature of Neo-Hookean membranes causes the capsule to continuously
deform without reaching a stable shape. This limiting Ea only represents a theoretical limit for
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the capsule stability based on the Neo-Hookean law being valid for any of strain. The membrane
could rupture or plastically deform before this theoretical limit is reached. Similarly, while the
Skalak law membranes do not have a limiting Ea in this sense, there will exist a limiting Ea where
the membrane fails.

Figure 5-16. Limiting elastic capillary number as a function of drop size for Neo-Hookean
membranes with Re =0.1, α =5, Br =10 -4.

5.3 Effect of Inertia on Capsule Flow
We now consider the effect of increasing inertia on the flow and deformation of capsules.
Based on the previous work on inertial effects on droplet flow it is expected that increasing the
Reynolds number will increase the deformation of the capsules. A series of capsule shapes for
large, κ = 0.9 capsules at Ea = 0.05 for a range of Reynolds numbers is shown in Figure 5-17 for
Neo-Hookean membranes and Figure 5-18 for Skalak law membranes. The inertial effects only
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begin to become apparent in the capsule shape for Re ≥ 50. As the inertial effects become
important the capsule becomes longer and narrower. The front of capsule become more pointed
and the rear of the capsule becomes flattened.

The Neo-Hookean capsules show a larger

deformation as compared with the Skalak law capsules although the overall shape transition is
similar. The Neo-Hookean capsule also begin to develop a concave rear end as Re becomes large.

Figure 5-17. Drop Shape versus Reynolds number for a Neo-Hookean capsule for κ = 0.9, Ea =
0.05, α = 5, and Br = 10-4. Capsule shape are shown for Re = 0.1, 50, 100, 200, and 250.

Figure 5-18. Drop Shape versus Reynolds number for a Skalak law capsule,( C = 1), for κ = 0.9,
Ea = 0.05, α = 5, and Br = 10-4. Capsule shape are shown for Re = 0.1, 50, 100, 200, and 250.
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The corresponding meridional and azimuthal strains are shown in Figures 5-19 and 5-20
for Reynolds numbers of 0.1, 100, and 250 for both membrane types. The inertial effects cause
the strain to increase for both capsule types. The Neo-Hookean membrane show larger membrane
strains particularly at the front of the capsule. For the highest Reynolds number study there is a
rapid increase in the meridional and azimuthal strains at the very front of the capsule. This local
increase could cause the membrane to rupture near the front of the capsule at larger values of Re.
Consequently, the limiting value of the elastic capillary number at which the Neo-Hookean capsule
is no longer stable will depend on the Reynolds number. The Skalak membrane has a more almost
uniform increase in meridional strain along the capsule profile. The azimuthal strain for both
capsule types become compressive in the middle of the capsule as Re is increased. This
compressive strain is a result of the elongation and narrowing of the drop with increases in Re and
could result in membrane buckling.

a.

b.

Figure 5-19. Meridional strain along the arc length for Neo-Hookean (a), and Skalak Law, C =1,
(b), for Re = 0.1, 100, and 250 for κ = 0.9, α = 5, Br = 10-4.
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a.

b.

Figure 5-20. Azimuthal strain along the arc length for Neo-Hookean (a), and Skalak Law, C =1,
(b), for Re = 0.1, 100, and 250 for κ = 0.9, α = 5, Br = 10-4.

The effect of increasing the Reynolds number on the capsule velocity and extra pressure
drop for these capsules is shown in Figure 5-21. The more deformable Neo-Hookean capsules
show a larger velocity and lower pressure drop than the Skalak law capsules. The velocity is seen
to monotonically increase with Re while the extra pressure drop displays a slight non-monotonic
trend. This behavior is similar to that seen for large drops with increasing Reynolds number. The
shape change with Re leads to more elongated capsules that move faster. The extra pressure drop
initially decreases with Re and then begins to increase before finally decreasing again. As the
capsule elongates the gap between the capsule and the channel wall increases providing less
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resistance to the flow. The slight increase at intermediate Re is relatively small and the overall
trend is that at large Re the extra pressure loss decreases.

a.

b.

Figure 5-21. Effect of Reynolds number of the capsule velocity, (a) and extra pressure drop, (b)
for Neo-Hookean and Skalak law, C = 1, membranes with κ = 0.9, Ea = 0.05, α = 5, and Br =
10-4.

The increase in deformation with Reynolds number is measured by the excess area (AA0)/A0, where A0 is the area of the undeformed capsule in Figure 5-22. The change in excess area
is examined for Neo-Hookean and Skalak law membranes with different values of C . The Skalak
law parameter C , represents the resistance to changes in area and we consider values of 0.1, 1, and
10. The excess area increases as Re becomes large although there is a slight decrease in A/A0 for
smaller values of Re for the more deformable capsules. The Skalak law capsule with C =0.1 shows
the largest deformation although it does not significantly increase with Re. At larger values of C
the excess area is much smaller for all Reynolds numbers studied. The Neo-Hookean membrane
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is less deformed than the Skalak law membrane with C =0.1 however it shows a much greater
increase in excess area with Re. At the largest Reynolds number studied these two capsules show
almost identical deformation while the Skalak law capsule with C =1 and 10 are much less
deformed. A comparison of the Skalak law capsule shapes at large Re is shown in Figure 5-23
for C = 0.1, 1, and 10. The C = 10 capsule is much less deformed and appear almost spherical.
The C = 0.1 is elongated and has a convex rear end similar to those seen for Neo-Hookean
Capsules.

Figure 5-22. Excess area as a function of Reynolds number ) for Neo-Hookean and Skalak law
membranes with different values of C with κ = 0.9, Ea = 0.05, α = 5, and Br = 10-4.
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Figure 5-23 Effect of Skalak law parameter C on the shape of a capsule at large Reynolds
number with Re = 250, κ = 0.9, Ea = 0.05, α = 5, and Br = 10-4.

We end this section by showing the maximum meridional strain as a function Ea at
different Reynolds number in Figure 5-24. The larger Reynolds number capsules show a large
maximum strain especially as Ea becomes larger. This increase in maximum strain with Re has
implications for the stability of capsules. Limiting elastic capillary numbers for stable capsules
will be shifted to lower values as Re increases. At a Reynolds number of 200 the highest stable
elastic capillary number was 0.11 and compared with 0.12 for the low Re simulations.
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Figure 5-24. Maximum meridional strain as a function of Ea for Neo-Hookean capsules at
different Reynolds numbers with κ =0.9, α = 5, and Br = 10-4.
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Chapter 6

Flow Through Expansions and Contractions
The previous chapters have focused on the steady motion of droplets and capsules in straight
channels. In this chapter we examine transient motions that arise when a drop or capsule moves
through a sudden expansion or contraction in the diameter of the channel.

A sudden

expansion/contraction is a simple method for inducing transient stress fields caused by the rapid
deceleration/acceleration of the flow. This rapid increase or decrease in the flow rate will elongate
or compress the drop as it moves through it. The flow of drops [121, 130, 133, 203, 204, 205,
206] and capsules [140, 191, 192, 194, 207, 208] through short constrictions which contain both
contracting and expanding flows has been studied by a variety of authors. In these studies the
drops do not reach a steady state while inside of the constriction. In the current work we split the
process into two distinct steps and consider drops that are at steady states before they move through
the expansion or contraction. We first present results for drops and capsules moving through
expansions looking at the transient deformation. We then present some preliminary results for the
flow through contractions.

6.1 Expansion Channel Geometry
The flow of drops through sudden expansions can be used to examine how they respond to
transient flow conditions. The expansions we investigated are rapid expansions in which the angle
of the opening is 90° as seen in Figure 6-1. The rapid expansion causes a localized area of intense
stress as opposed to a more gradual opening that would spread the stress out over a longer distance.
The other parameter needed to describe this geometry is the ratio of the larger to smaller channel
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radius, R2 / R1 . We set this expansion ratio to 2:1 which results in a decrease in velocity by a
factor of four at the expansion as we are working with cylindrical channels. At low Reynolds
numbers the compressional flow field only exists very close to the expansion and it reverts back
to Poiseuille flow a few diameters downstream of the expansion. As the Reynolds number is
increased the momentum of the flow in the inner channel causes the disturbance from the
expansion to extend further down the channel. This can be seen in Figure 6-2 for a Reynolds
number of 100 where the recirculation zone extends much further down the channel. For a low Re
flow we typically choose a domain where the smaller channel has length 20R1 and the larger
channel has length 10R1. For high Reynolds numbers the domain has to be larger, so we extend
the wider channel length up to 30R1.
Drops or capsules moving through the expansion have a rapid decrease in flow rate along
with an expanding radial flow that causes the drop to go from being elongated to being compressed
along the z-axis. After the drop has travelled past the expansion and into the larger channel it will
recover back into a nearly spherical shape. In the larger channel the drop is much less confined
and the flow is much slower so the drop will not be nearly as deformed as it was in the smaller
channel. In the current problem all of the equations and the drop size are non-dimensionalized
using the flow in the smaller diameter channel. For the expansion simulations we first calculate
the steady shape of the drop in a straight channel. The drop shape and velocity field are then used
as initial conditions for the expansion simulation. The drop is placed at a distance approximately
15R1 upstream of the expansion. The rest of channel is initialized with a pre-calculated velocity
field for an empty channel at the specified Reynolds number. We start by examining the transient
flow of drops and capsules at low Reynolds numbers, Re = 0.1 and then move on to study inertial
effects.
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Figure 6-1. Diagram of expansion geometry showing streamlines at Re = 0.1.

Figure 6-2. Diagram of expansion geometry showing streamlines at Re = 100.

6.2 Effect of Drop Size on Expansion Flow
We begin by examining the flow of different sized drops through the expansion. The drops
go through complicated shape transitions, so we characterize the deformation by the excess area
of the drop (A-A0)/A0, where A and A0 are the deformed and undeformed surface areas
respectively. As the size of the drop increases the confining effect of the wall in the smaller
channel deforms the drop increasing its excess area. As the drop moves through the expansion it
rapidly slows which causes it to transition from being stretched along the z-axis to being stretched
along the r-axis. During this transition the drop briefly becomes quasi spherical resulting in a rapid
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decrease in its excess area. For large drops there can be a lot of energy stored in the excess area
that gets released as the drop is allowed to expand into the larger channel. The decelerating flow
causes the drop to continue to expand which causes the drop to overshoot its equilibrium shape
before finally relaxing back into a spherical shape in the larger channel. A close up of this process
can be seen in Figure 6-3 where several images of a large drop,(κ = 0.9, Ca = 0.1, Re = 0.1, λ =1),
are shown as it moves through the expansion. The overall process leads to a decrease in the excess
area as the drop moves from the small to the large channel as seen in Figure 6-4.

a.

b.

c.

d.

Figure 6-3. Velocity vector plot of a drop going through a 2:1 expansion with κ = 0.9, Re = 0.1,
Ca = 0.1, and λ = 1.
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We first investigate the transient deformation process for medium sized drops at low Ca.
A comparison of the excess area and extra pressure drop as a function of the drop center of mass
for different sized drops flowing through the expansion can be seen in Figure 6-4 and Figure 6-5.
The origin of the z-axis has been shifted so that z = 0 is located at the expansion. The smaller
drops undergo a smaller change in excess area as compared to the larger drops. The extra pressure
drop is strongly correlated with the excess area and it follows a similar pattern of initial decrease
followed by an increase which then decays away to a very small value. Again larger changes in
ΔP+ are seen for the bigger sized drops. For the smaller drops the deformation downstream of the
channel is larger than the steady deformation in the smaller channel. As κ becomes larger the
steady deformation in the smaller channel is larger than the transient downstream deformation.

Figure 6-4. Excess area of drops flowing through an expansion as a function of center of mass
for different sized drops with Re = 0.1, Ca = 0.1, and λ = 1.
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Figure 6-5. Extra pressure drop a function of center of mass for different sized drops with Re =
0.1, Ca = 0.1, and λ = 1.

For large drops, κ > 1 the drops are greatly deformed in the smaller channel as they must
take on an elongated form. This complicates the analysis of the deformation as the drop itself
becomes larger than the region of compressional stress near the expansion. The front of the drop
will be leaving the expansion while the rear of the drop is still in the smaller channel. The position
of the drop is no longer localized and describing it with the center of mass does not accurately
reflect its position relative to the expansion. A comparison of both a medium, κ = 0.8, and large
drop, κ = 1.3, going through an expansion can be seen in Figures 6-6 and 6-7. The excess area and
extra pressure drop for large, κ ≥ 1 drops moving through an expansion is shown in Figures 6-8
and 6-9. Compared with the smaller drops, the transient deformation is spread over a longer period
of time due to the larger size of the drops. The extra pressure drop is seen to start decreasing while
the center of mass is still upstream of the expansion followed by a rapid spike as the drop finally
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exits the channel and briefly blocks the flow from the inner channel. The excess area represents
extra energy stored in the interface as compared to its equilibrium shape. As the drop moves
through the expansion the drop is able to briefly reduce its surface area releasing this stored energy
which lowers ΔP+. The large spike in ΔP+ as the drop exits the expansion is due in part to the drop
blocking the flow and in part due to energy being stored in the deforming drop as it moves out of
the expansion. The change in excess surface area for large drops is important for surfactant laden
drops as the overall decrease in surface area will lead to an increase in the surfactant concentration.

Figure 6-6. Medium sized drop moving through and expansion with κ = 0.8, Ca = 0.1, Re = 0.1,
and λ = 1.

Figure 6-7. Large sized drop moving through and expansion with κ = 1.3, Ca = 0.1, Re = 0.1,
and λ = 1.
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Figure 6-8. Excess area of drop flowing through an expansion as a function of center of mass for
different sized large drops with Re = 0.1, Ca = 0.1, and λ = 1.

Figure 6-9. Extra pressure drop a function of center of mass for different sized large drops with
Re = 0.1, Ca = 0.1, and λ = 1.
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6.3 Effect of Capillary number on Expansion Flow
The capillary number controls how much the drop will deform in response to viscous stress.
At low Ca the drop is less deformed and does not have a large shape change as it goes through the
channel. As Ca is increased the transient deformation is larger as measured by the excess area. If
Ca is further increased the problem becomes difficult to analyze similar to the large κ drops. The
larger capillary number would suggest a larger deformation as the drop moves through the
expansion. Instead because the drop is already deformed into long elongated shape different parts
of the drop experience the compressional stress at different times. This is a function of both the
drop size and the capillary number. If the deformation of the drop is used to try to calculate its
material properties the drop and capillary number must be small enough that the drop remains
roughly spherical in the channel as seen in Figure 6-10.

Figure 6-10. Small drop, κ = 0.5 moving through an expansion with Re = 0.1, λ =1.0, and Ca =
1.1

In Figure 6-11 we show the excess area for a relatively small drop, κ = 0.5 moving through an
expansion with capillary numbers ranging from 0.1 to 1.1. The corresponding extra pressure drop
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is shown in Figure 6-12. The peak in the transient deformation and extra pressure drop is seen to
increase with Ca. The fact that the transient extra pressure drop increases with Ca indicates that
it is related to the drop blocking the flow as opposed to energy being stored in the interface which
would decrease proportionally with Ca.

Figure 6-11. Excess area of a drop moving through an expansion as a function of Ca with κ =
0.5, Re = 0.1, λ = 1.0, and Ca = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9, and 1.1
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Figure 6-12. Extra pressure drop for a drop moving through an expansion as a function of Ca
with κ = 0.5, Re = 0.1, λ =1.0, and Ca = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9, and 1.1

In Figures 6-13 and 6-14 we show the shape transition and excess area for a medium size
drop, κ = 0.8, moving through an expansion. For the larger drop the transient deformation is not
a straightforward function of Ca. At small Ca the drop is relatively spherical and an increase in
Ca leads to greater deformability. At a certain point the capillary number is too large and the drop
is elongated before it goes through the expansion. The smaller drops are deformed but are still
small compared to the region of straining flow near the expansion and as such shows a large
downstream deformation. The medium sized drop is highly elongated and the front of the drop
starts to deform while the rear of the drop is still in the channel. Analyzing the transient nature of
these drops is difficult however the overall trend is a greater decrease in the excess area from the
smaller to the larger channel as Ca increases.
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Figure 6-13. Medium sized drop, κ = 0.8 moving through an expansion with Re = 0.1, λ =1.0,
and Ca = 1.1

Figure 6-14. Excess area of a drop moving through an expansion as a function of Ca with κ =
0.8, Re = 0.1, λ =1.0, and Ca = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9, and 1.1
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6.4 Effect of Drop Viscosity on Expansion Flow
The viscosity of the drop is very important when describing the transient deformation of a
drop. As the viscosity of the drop increases the time scale for deformations increase. The small
deformation analysis [99] of a drop in a linear flow gives the characteristic time scale for
deformation as

t

 2  319  16 
40    1 Ca

(6.1)

While this analysis is not strictly valid for the deformation in the expansion it does provide an idea
of how viscosity will change the transient response of the drop. As a drop moves through the
expansion the large stress is only felt for a short period of time. Highly viscous drops will not
deform greatly as they will not experience the stress for a long time compared to the intrinsic
response time. Low viscosity drops will react quickly to the transient stress as they provide less
resistance to the fluid motion. The excess area of three medium sized, κ = 0.8 drops of different
viscosity ratios flowing through an expansion are shown in Figure 6-15. This simulation was
performed at a low capillary number, Ca = 0.1 where strong surface tension limits the amount of
deformation. The equal viscosity drop has the largest downstream deformation followed by the
low viscosity drop and then the high viscosity drop. The high viscosity drop does not react quickly
to the changing flow conditions so it does not deform greatly. The low viscosity drop does not
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show a large deformation but it does show a fast relaxation into its new steady shape. The high
viscosity drop takes a long time to relax into it undeformed shape.

Figure 6-15. Excess area of medium sized drops, κ = 0.8 moving through an expansion with Ca
= 0.1, Re = 0.1, with λ =0.1, 1.0, and 10.0.
The extra pressure drop is shown in Figure 6-16 for the three different viscosity ratio drops.
Upstream of the channel the equal and high viscosity drops have positive ΔP+ while the low
viscosity drop has a negative value as seen in the steady flow simulations. As the drops move
through the channel we see a dip in ΔP+ as the excess area decreases followed by a jump as the
drop is deformed. After the drop has completely passed through the expansion the extra pressure
drop becomes negligible for the different viscosity ratio drops.
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Figure 6-16. Extra pressure drop for medium sized drops, κ = 0.8 moving through an expansion
with Ca = 0.1, Re = 0.1, with λ =0.1, 1.0, and 10.0.
If the capillary number is increased the effect of λ becomes more pronounced on the
transient deformation. The same transient expansion process for κ = 0.8 drops was run at a larger
capillary number of 0.5. These drops were more deformed upstream of the channel and showed
larger transient deformation for λ = 0.1 and 1.0. In this case the λ = 0.1 drop shows a larger
transient deformation than the λ = 1 drop. The high viscosity drop was already greatly deformed
upstream of the expansion due to its higher viscosity. As it moved through the expansion it did
not react fast enough to the transient stress to see any increase in excess area as it exited the
channel. Instead the excess area monotonically decreased from its steady deformation in the small
channel to its nearly spherical shape in the large channel. This shows the importance of the
viscosity ratio when exposing drops to transient stresses. The deforming stress field needs to be
applied to the drop for a long enough time to see appreciable transient deformation.
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Figure 6-17. Medium sized drop moving through an expansion with κ = 0.8, Ca = 0.5, λ = 0.1,
and Re = 0.1.

Figure 6-18. Medium sized drop moving through an expansion with κ = 0.8, Ca = 0.5, λ = 1.0,
and Re = 0.1.

Figure 6-19. Medium sized drop moving through an expansion with κ = 0.8, Ca = 0.5, λ = 10,
and Re = 0.1.
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Figure 6-20. Excess area of medium sized drops, κ = 0.8 moving through an expansion with Ca
= 0.5, Re = 0.1, with λ =0.1, 1.0, and 10.0.

6.5 Effect of Surfactants on Expansion Flow
The effect of changing the equilibrium surface coverage on the drop deformation going
through a channel is shown in Figure 6-21 and Figure 6-22 for a small drop κ = 0.5 and medium κ
= 0.8 sized drops. These experiments are run at large Peclet numbers, Pe = 100, and small Biot
numbers, Bi = 0.01 to increase the effects of the non-uniform surfactant distribution. Both the
steady and transient deformation are seen to increase with x as measured by the excess area. As
the drop moves through the expansion it slows down compared to the flow behind it. This causes
the surrounding fluid to flow from the back to the front of the drop. This flow convects surfactants
from the rear of the drop towards the middle of the drop as it is moving through the expansion.
This accumulation of surfactants in the middle of the drop leads to a lower surface tension at the
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widest portion of the drop. The widest portion of the drop is the area that has the greatest effect
of the transient deformation. As the equilibrium surfactant concentration is increased there is a
greater variation in surface tension with surfactant concentration. The highest x drop displays the
largest deformation as it has the lowest surface tension near the middle of the drop during the
transient portion of the expansion. The surface tension distribution as the drop moves through the
expansion can be seen in Figure 6-23 for x = 0.1 and Figure 6-24 for x = 0.9. The distribution of
the surface tension along the profile of the drop is shown in Figure 6-25 for the medium sized
drops, κ = 0.8, at the time when the drops are maximally deformed downstream of the expansion.
As x is increased the surface tension near the middle of the drop is decreased while the surface
tension on the front and back are increased. This distribution of surface tension will lead to the
drop being compressed along the z-axis. After the drop has moved into the larger channel the
surface tension distribution is much more uniform.

Figure 6-21. Effect of equilibrium surface coverage on a surfactant laden droplet going through
an expansion with, κ = 0.5, λ = 1, Ca = 0.1, Re = 0.1, Pe = 100, and Bi = 0.01.
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Figure 6-22. Effect of equilibrium surface coverage on a surfactant laden droplet going through
an expansion with, κ = 0.8, λ = 1, Ca = 0.1, Re = 0.1, Pe = 100, Bi = 0.01.

Figure 6-23. Surfactant laden drop moving through an expansion for κ =0.8, Ca =0.8, Re = 0.1, λ
= 1.0, x = 0.1, Pe = 100, Bi = 0.01. The surface tension is plotted along the drop surface as a
function of color
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Figure 6-24. Surfactant laden drop moving through an expansion for κ =0.8, Ca =0.8, Re = 0.1, λ
= 1.0, x = 0.9, Pe = 100, Bi = 0.01. The surface tension is plotted along the drop surface as a
function of color

Figure 6-25. Effect of equilibrium surface coverage on a surfactant laden droplet going through
an expansion with, κ = 0.8, Ca = 0.1, Re = 0.1, Pe = 100, Bi = 0.01.
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6.6 Effect of Reynolds Number on Expansion Flow
It is known from previous studies on drop oscillations [209, 210] that as a deformed drop
relaxes back to its equilibrium shape it can either smoothly decay or it can show damped
oscillations. In this problem the switch from an overdamped to an underdamped decay depends
on the Reynolds number. For low Reynolds numbers the decay is overdamped and the drop will
smoothly transition into its new shape. At high Reynolds numbers that decay is underdamped and
the drop will oscillate several times around its equilibrium value. For the case of a drop moving
through an expansion both the decay mode and the actual flow field near the expansion changes
with Re. This makes a direct comparison between the deformation of the low and high Re case
complicated but the switch between over and underdamped decay can be seen. For a drop moving
through an expansion we focus on the change in deformation after the drop has been fully stretched
out as it leaves the channel. In Figure 6-26 we show the excess area of a medium sized, κ = 0.7
drop moving through an expansion for Re = 0.1, 10, 50. At a low Reynolds number we see that
after the drop has been fully stretched by the expansion it monotonically relaxes into a nearly
spherical shape. As the Reynolds number is increased to Re = 10 the monotonic decay begins to
show slight oscillations around the steady shape. As the Reynolds number is further increased the
oscillations become more prominent and the drop is far past the expansion before a steady shape
is reached. The increase in time needed to reach a steady shape is important if the droplets are
being processed at high speeds where inertial effects can become important. Further increases in
the Reynolds number lead to even larger deformations and more oscillations. The oscillations can
also be seen in the extra pressure drop in Figure 6-27. A comparison between a low Reynolds
number drop, Re = 0.1, and a high Reynolds number drop Re = 200 moving through an expansion
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is seen in Figure 6-28 and Figure 6-29. The larger Reynolds number drop shows a larger
deformation and also takes a longer distance to relax to a stable shape.

Figure 6-26. Effect of Reynolds number of the transient deformation of a drop moving through
an expansion with κ = 0.7, Ca = 0.1, λ = 0.1 and Re = 0.1, 10, and 50.

Figure 6-27. Effect of Reynolds number of extra pressure loss of a drop moving through an
expansion with κ = 0.7, Ca = 0.1, λ = 0.1 and Re = 0.1, 10, and 50.
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Figure 6-28. Drop moving through an expansion at low Reynolds numbers with Re = 0.1, κ =
0.7, λ = 1.0, and Ca = 0.1

Figure 6-29. Drop moving through an expansion at large Reynolds numbers with Re = 200, κ =
0.7, λ = 1.0, and Ca = 0.1

6.7 Capsule Flow Through Expansions
We study the flow of capsules through an expansion for both Neo-Hookean and Skalak type
membranes at low Reynolds number. In Figures 6-30 and 6-31 we show the results for large, κ =
0.9 capsules moving through an expansion at a large elastic capillary number, Ea = 0.075. For the
Skalak law membrane we show results for C = 0.1, 1, and 10, where C is a parameter that measure
the membranes resistance to changes in area. The largest deformation was seen for the Skalak
type membrane with C set at 0.1.

The Neo-Hookean membrane showed the next largest

deformation followed by the Skalak membranes with larger values of C . When the Skalak
parameter C was set to 10 only a small deformation was seen. The extra pressure drop is largest
for the C =10 capsule as it significantly blocks the flow in the smaller channel. As the capsule
moves through the expansion and relaxes to a near spherical shape, the extra pressure drop
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decreases down to a negligible amount shortly after the expansion. It is also worth noting that
while the excess area is seen to increase as the capsule moves through the expansion the membrane
doesn’t necessarily experience higher levels of strain. Based on the current parameters the highest
levels of strain were found when the capsule was in the smaller channel. As the capsule moves
through the expansion the strain distribution changes but it is never higher than it was in the small
channel. This means that the capsule membrane won’t fail as it moves through the expansion.

Figure 6-30. Excess area of large capsules moving through an expansion as a function of
membrane type for κ = 0.9, Ea =0.075, Re = 0.1, α = 5, and Br = 10-4.
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Figure 6-31. Extra pressure drop of large capsules moving through an expansion as a function of
membrane type for κ = 0.9, Ea =0.075, Re = 0.1, α = 5, and Br = 10-4.

6.8 Flow Through Contractions
The flow of drops and capsules through contractions is important as this type of flow is
commonly encountered and can result in large amounts of stress on the drop. Contraction type
flows have been used to create emulsions and are common in microfluidics. The flow through
syringes is medically important and has been shown to create large amounts of stress on biological
cells [211]. Recently contraction type flows have been used as a way of delivering large molecules
into cells [212]. The contraction flow disrupts the lipid membranes of cells causing micro-pores
to form that are large enough for molecules to pass through. In this way large molecules that
would not normally be transported into the cell can be added. This process is still poorly
understood and better understanding of the levels of stress and deformation in the cell membrane
is needed to perfect this technique. This technique has recently been commercialized by a
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company, Cell Squeeze. In the following sections we present preliminary results for the flow of
droplets and capsules through contractions.

6.9 Contraction Channel Geometry
The contraction flow geometry is the same as the expansion flow geometry with the direction
of flow reversed. The contraction ratio, R2 / R1 was fixed at 2:1 as in the expansion problem. As
the Reynolds number is increased, the momentum of the flow in the inner channel causes the
disturbance from the contraction to travel further down the smaller channel. For a low Re flow we
typically chose a domain where the smaller channel has length 20R1 and the larger channel has
length 10R1. For larger Reynolds numbers the domain has to be larger so we extend the smaller
channel length up to 30R1. In all the simulations steady drop shapes are first calculated for a drop
in the larger channel.

6.10 Effect of Drop size on Contraction Flow
Medium sized drops were run through a 2:1 contraction at low Reynolds, Re = 0.1, and
capillary numbers, Ca = 0.1. The flow of two different sized drops, κ = 0.6 and 0.9, through the
contraction can be seen in Figures 6-32 and 6-33. Similar to the expansion process the smaller
drop was seen to have a smaller deformation than the bigger drop. The complex drop
deformation is characterized in terms of the excess area which can be seen in Figure 6-34. The
excess area is seen to increase rapidly as the drop enters the channel briefly overshooting its final
steady value in the narrower channel. The extra pressure drop for this process is shown in Figure
6-35. There is a larger spike in ΔP+ as the drop initially enters the channel and partially blocks
the flow. As the drop enters the channel ΔP+ briefly decreases before rising again as the drop
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attains it steady shape. As with the excess area the spike in ΔP+ is larger than the steady value in
the narrower channel.

Figure 6-32. Drop moving through a contraction with κ = 0.6, Ca = 0.1, Re = 0.1, λ = 1.0

Figure 6-33. Drop moving through a contraction with κ = 0.9, Ca = 0.1, Re = 0.1, λ = 1.0
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Figure 6-34. Excess area of drops moving through a contraction as a function of drop size with
Ca =0.1, Re = 0.1, λ = 1.0.

Figure 6-35. Extra pressure loss of drops moving through a contraction as a function of drop size
with Ca =0.1, Re = 0.1, λ = 1.0.
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6.11 Effect of Capillary Number on Contraction Flow
We now examine the effect of the capillary number on the transient deformation of a medium
size drop, κ =0.8, moving through a contraction and low Reynolds number. We study capillary
numbers ranging from 0.1 to 0.9 which are based on flow in the narrower channel. Upstream of
the channel the drops are spherical even at the largest Ca as the flow in the wider channel is much
less deforming. A comparison of the drop deformation for Ca = 0.1, 0.5, and 0.9 can be seen in
Figures 6-36 through 6-38. The large Ca drops are seen to be stretched out into long elongated
forms as the drop approached the contraction. The Ca = 0.1 drop shows a relatively smaller
deformation and it rapidly recovers into its steady shape shortly after the contractions. A
comparison of the excess area and extra pressure drop can be seen in Figures 6-39 and 6-40. As
the capillary number increases the drop is more deformed during flow through the contraction.
The extra pressure drop is shown to increase as the capillary number decreases. At the smallest
values of Ca a large spike in ΔP+ is seen as the drop is deformed to fit into the smaller channel.

Figure 6-36. Drop moving through a contraction with κ =0.8 ,Ca = 0.1, Re = 0.1, and λ = 1.
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Figure 6-37. Drop moving through a contraction with κ =0.8 ,Ca = 0.5, Re = 0.1, and λ = 1.

Figure 6-38. Drop moving through a contraction with κ =0.8 ,Ca = 0.9, Re = 0.1, and λ = 1.

Figure 6-39. Excees area of a drop moving through a contraction with κ = 0.8, Re = 0.1, λ = 1
for Ca = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9.
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Figure 6-40. Excees pressure drop of a drop Moving through a contraction with κ = 0.8, Re =
0.1, λ = 1 for Ca = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9.

6.12 Droplet Breakup in Contractions
The flow of droplets through contractions can used to break the drop apart. The accelerating
flow elongates the drop which can cause it to pinch and break apart. The drop may breakup near
the contraction, or it may be stretched into an unstable shape that breaks up far downstream of the
channel as it tries to relax into a steady shape. In the current study we investigate the breakup of
drops near the channel which often involves the rear of the drop pinching off from the main body
of the drop. The stability of drops moving through constrictions was found to be a function of
viscosity ratio. Droplet breakup near the contraction was only seen for low viscosity drops. Larger
viscosity drops did not deform into the long thin shapes needed to break apart. The stability of the
drop also depended on the capillary number. Images of two drops moving through a contraction
can be seen in Figure 6-41 and Figure 6-42 for low viscosity λ = 0.1, medium sized κ =0.8 drops,
at capillary numbers of 0.4 and 0.9. The low Ca drop was able to pass through the contraction
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without breaking apart. The larger Ca drop was stretched into a long drawn out shape that broke
apart after it moved through the contraction. This drop broke apart into two main sections, while
larger drops, or drops at high Ca, was stretched into very long shapes that broke up into multiple
smaller drops. In the current studies the simulations were stopped when the drop first broke apart
as the numerical method could not accurately resolve this pinching off process which involves
very small length, and very fast time scales.

Figure 6-41. Low viscosity drop moving through a contraction without breaking apart with κ =
0.8, Ca = 0.4, Re =0.1, and λ = 0.1.

Figure 6-42. Low viscosity drop moving through a contraction and breaking apart with κ = 0.8,
Ca = 0.9, Re =0.1, and λ = 0.1.
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6.13 Capsule Flow in Contractions
Capsules flowing through contractions was studied for large κ = 0.9 capsules for NeoHookean and Skalak law capsules for different values of C at a moderate elastic capillary number
Ea = 0.05. The effect of varying C on the shape of a capsule entering a constriction can be seen
in Figures 6-43 and 6-44. When C is small the capsule is more easily deformed while when C is
large the capsule remains nearly spherical as it moves into the smaller channel. The excess area
and extra pressure drop for these capsules can be seen in Figure 6-45 and 6-46. The deformation
of the capsule follows a slightly different pattern than for the drops. The transient deformation of
the capsule entering the channel is characterized by a rapid increase in the excess area followed by
a slight decrease as the capsule enters the channel. The capsules however, continue to deform
downstream of the expansion showing greater deformation than during the transient entrance
phase. As expected from the previous studies, the Skalak capsule with C = 0.1, showed the largest
deformation, as measured by the excess area, followed by the Neo-Hookean capsule and then the
Skalak capsules with C = 1 and 10. The Skalak capsule with C = 10 showed minimal deformation
and remained nearly spherical throughout the process. The extra pressure loss generally follows
the trend of the excess area with a large increase as the capsule enters the channel and momentarily
blocks the flow. During the flow of the C = 0.1 capsule into the channel the capsule becomes
elongated. This briefly puts the azimuthal component of the tension into compression which is
unstable. This instability can be seen in the ΔP+ graph as small amounts of numerical noise on the
otherwise smooth line. This compressive tension would normally cause the capsule to form
wrinkles which cannot be captured in the current method. This problem gets worse as the capsule
size becomes larger and limits the contraction studies to κ < 1.0
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Figure 6-43. Skalak law capsule flowing through a contraction with C =0.1, κ =0.9, Ea = 0.05, Re
= 0.1, α = 5, and Br = 10-4.

Figure 6-44. Skalak law capsule flowing through a contraction with C =10, κ =0.9, Ea = 0.05,
Re = 0.1, α = 5, and Br = 10-4.

Figure 6-45. Excess area of capsules as they move through a contraction for κ =0.9, Ea = 0.05,
Re = 0.1, α = 5, and Br = 10-4, for Neo-Hookean and Skalak law membranes.
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Figure 6-46. Extra pressure drop as capsules move through a contraction for κ =0.9, Ea = 0.05,
Re = 0.1, α = 5, and Br = 10-4, for Neo-Hookean and Skalak law membranes.
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Chapter 7

Summary and Future Work
A numerical method for the solution of a multiphase fluid dynamics problem was created for
the study of the flow of drops and capsules in channels. This model was able to simulate clean
interfaces, surfactant laden interfaces, and interfaces consisting of elastic membranes. The model
was also able to include inertial effects which has not yet been studied in great depth. The
numerical method was validated with both analytical and computational results for straining flows
and steady flows in straight channels. Droplets and capsules were studied for both steady flow in
straight channels as well as the transient deformation seen when flowing through sudden
expansions or contractions.
The steady flow of droplets and capsules was studied as a function of drop size, capillary
number, viscosity ratio, and surfactant and inertia effects. The flow was characterized by the
relative velocity of the drops compared to the suspending fluid and the extra pressure drop on top
of the regular Poiseuille pressure drop. Results were first presented for flow at low Reynolds
numbers. The currents results agreed well with previous studies in the Stokes flow regime It was
found that as the drop size or viscosity ratio increased the drop velocity decreased. Increases in
the capillary number led to more deformable drops which travelled faster and showed smaller extra
pressure drops. The extra pressure drop depended strongly on the viscosity of the drop. For low
viscosity drops the extra pressure drop could be negative as a result of replacing the bulk fluid with
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a less viscous fluid. Highly viscous drops showed an increase in the extra pressure drop. For large
drops, as the capillary number became small, the drop blocked the channel and extra pressure drop
increased dramatically. Highly viscous drops developed surface instabilities if the drop was long
enough and surface tension weak enough.
When surfactants were added to the system they generated Marangoni stresses that slowed the
motion of the drop and increased the extra pressure drop. The magnitude of the Marangoni stresses
depends on the relative rates of surfactant transport along the interface and the surfactant equation
of state. The surfactant transport is governed by the Biot number which represents the relative
rates of adsorption and convection of surfactants, and the Peclet number which represents the
relative rates of convection and diffusion of surfactants. When the Biot number is large or the
Peclet number is small the surfactant concentration tends to be uniform and the Marangoni stresses
are small. When the Biot number is small or the Peclet number is large the surfactant is nonuniformly distributed along the interface and the Marangoni stresses are large. In this thesis the
surface tension is describe using the Langmuir equation of state. In the Langmuir equation of state
the surface tension is a strong function of the surface coverage. As the surface coverage
approaches its limiting maximum concentration the surface tension varies greatly with the local
concentration. The Marangoni stress are greatest when the surface coverage is near the maximum
limit and smallest when the surface is nearly surfactant free.
Membrane bound capsules were studied for two different membrane constitutive equations,
the Neo-Hookean and Skalak laws. The Neo-Hookean membranes displayed a strain-softening
behavior which led to greater deformations. The Skalak law membranes were strain-hardening
and also included a free parameter C , that represents the resistance of the membrane to changes
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in area. When C was set to one the Neo-Hookean and Skalak laws showed the same small
deformation behavior. When C was set to 0.1 the Skalak law was more deformable than the NeoHookean membrane. When C was set to 10 the capsules were rigid and showed very little
deformation. The Neo-Hookean capsules displayed a behavior of continuous deformation when
the elastic capillary number was above a limiting value. The limiting Ea was found to be a function
of the capsule size. The Skalak capsules with their strain hardening membrane did not display a
limiting Ea.
When the Reynolds number was increased it was found that the shape tended to be the most
important factor in determining the drop velocity or extra pressure drop. For clean drops, increases
in Reynolds number led to non-monotonic trends in drop velocity and extra pressure drop. As the
Reynolds number was increased the drop initially became wider which slowed it down. At
sufficiently large Re, the drop became elongated and traveled faster with less extra pressure drop.
The effects of viscosity ratio were diminished as Re increased, as the shape of the drop was more
important than the shear stress at the interface. Low viscosity or long drops were seen to be prone
to unstable oscillations at large Reynolds numbers. The effects of surfactants were diminished at
large Reynolds numbers. The monotonic trends seen with varying Biot numbers became nonmonotonic and a maximum in drop velocity was observed at an intermediate Biot number. For
capsule flow the increase in Reynolds number led to increases in deformation. The shape change
as Re was increased also caused the capsules to travel faster similar to the droplet flow. Increases
in the level of membrane strain occurred when Re was increased.
When droplets or capsules flow through expansion or contraction they undergo a transient
deformation process. The expansion geometry is a decelerating flow which compresses the drop
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along the z-axis, while the contraction geometry is an acceleration flow which stretches the drop
along the z-axis. The drops only experience the deforming flow for a brief period of time which
limits the overall amount of deformation seen. After the drops move through the expansion they
tend to relax into a spherical shape, as the flow in the larger channel is much slower and the drops
are less confined. It was found that the deformation was larger as the drop size or capillary number
was increased but only up to a certain limit. As the capillary number or drop size was increased
past this limit the drops became elongated before they reached the expansion. These elongated
drops were longer than area of straining flow so that the front of the drop was outside of the
expansion while the rear of the drop was still in the smaller channel. This complicated the analysis
as the drop experienced the strain over a longer period of time. A similar effect was be seen for
highly viscous drops. The drops tended to be more deformed than low viscosity drops and also
had slower response times to viscous stress. As the highly viscous drops moved through the
expansion they did not respond quickly to the straining flow and as such undergo relatively small
deformation. When drops were covered with surfactants the flow near the expansion acted to
distribute the surfactants in such a way that the deformation was increased as compared to clean
drops. Capsules flowing through expansion were seen to have deformations that followed the
general behavior seen during steady channel flows. The Skalak law capsule typically showed
smaller deformations as compared to the Neo-Hookean membranes except for the case of C =0.1
which showed the largest deformation. When examining the membrane strain as the capsule
moved through the expansion, it was found that the levels of strain were smaller than the levels in
steady channel flow. When inertial effects were increased the transient deformation was seen to
take on an oscillatory character. The relaxation from the deformed shape was seen to transition
from a overdamped decay for Re < 0.1 to an underdamped decay for Re > 10. Preliminary results
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were shown for the flow of droplets and capsules through contractions. Similar trends were seen
as the transient deformation increased with the drop size and viscosity ratio. Large increases in
ΔP+ were seen as the drop or capsule entered the channel and momentarily blocked the flow. The
contraction flow was seen to lead to drop breakup at low viscosity ratios and large Ca. The flow
of capsules into channels can lead to compressive stress which can cause the membrane to buckle
to relieve the compressive tension.
In the future the current axisymmetric model should be used to more thoroughly examine the
contraction flow, particularly the breakup of the drops at low viscosity ratios. In the current code
the simulations stop when the drop first breaks apart. A method for continuing the simulations
through this break up would be useful to better understand the breakup process. The current
method was based on a regularly spaced grid which could be modified to become an adaptive
mesh. An adaptive mesh could achieve the necessary resolution to accurately capture the breakup
process. An adaptive mesh would also be valuable in studying the film thickness of drops at low
Ca which can be difficult to resolve.
Another way to extend this work would be to develop a fully three dimensional model. A
three dimensional model can investigate the lateral migration of droplets and capsules which are
kept fixed on the centerline in the current method. A three dimensional model can also more
thoroughly investigate the shape oscillations seen at high Reynolds numbers. These oscillations
are known to be somewhat stabilized by the assumption of axisymmetry. A fully three dimensional
model will be able to study more complex geometries that are not restricted to being axisymmetric.
The interactions between multiple drops or capsules could be better studied with a three
dimensional model. Tumbling and tank treading motions can only be captured with a three
dimensional model. A three dimensional model would also be useful for studying the effect of
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density variations as the current model focuses on neutrally buoyant drops. Three dimensional
models will necessarily require much larger computational resources so the code will need to be
written in parallel. These large simulations will need to be run on multi-core machines or offloaded
onto accelerator hardware. The design of the software will need to be based on around the next
generation of hardware so that it will run efficiently.
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Appendix A

List of Notation
Scalars quantities are written in italics
Vectors and Tensors are written in bold

a

Undeformed radius of drop or capsules

A

Area of drop in current shape

Ao

Area of drop in spherical shape

ar

Undeformed radius of drop or capsules in reference shape

B

Width of a drop

Bi

Surfactant Biot number, Bi   d R U

Br

Reduced bending modulus, Br  Eb / Gs R 2

C

Surfactant concentration in bulk fluid

C

Skalak law parameter

Ca

Capillary number, Ca  2U /  c

D

Taylor drop deformation parameter, D 

ds

Differential meridional length

Ds

Surfactant interfacial diffusion constant

dsr

Differential meridional length in reference shape

dθ

Differential azimuthal length

E

Elastic modulus

E

Velocity gradient

Ea

Elastic Capillary number, Ea  2U / Gs

LB
LB
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Ead

Activation energy for adsorption of a surfactant

Eb

Bending modulus

Ed

Activation energy for desorption of a surfactant

er

Unit vector in r direction

Es

Surface Green-Lagrange strain tensor

ez

Unit vector in z direction

f

Difference in fluid stress acting on the interface

F

Stress jump converted to body force

Fs

Surface deformation tensor

g

Gravitation vector

G

Shear rate

Gs

Surface shear modules

h

Film thickness

I

Identity tensor

Ii

Invariants of surface Green-Lagrange strain tensor, Es

L

Length of a drop

Mmm

Meridional bending moment

Mθθ

Azimuthal bending moment

n

Surface normal vector

nr

Surface normal vector in reference shape

P

Pressure

Pe

Surface surfactant Peclet number, Pe  UR Ds

q

Transverse shear tension

Q

Volumetric flow rate into channel

r

Radial direction or radial position

R

Gas constant, also Channel Radius

R1

Radius of smaller channel

R2

Radius of larger channel
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rd

Asymptotic radius of a long drop

Re

Reynolds number, Re 

rr

Radial position in reference shape

Rm

Meridional radius of curvature

Rθ

Azimuthal radius of curvature

s

Arc Length as measured from the rear of the drop

T

Temperature

T

Elastic tension tensor

tc

Characteristic time scale tc =U/R

tm

Meridional tangential vector

Tmm

Meridional component of elastic tension

tθ

Azimuthal tangential vector

Tθθ

Azimuthal component of elastic tension

U

Average channel velocity

ui

Velocity in phase i

ur

Radial component of the velocity

uref

Reference frame velocity

us

Tangential component of velocity at the interface

ux

Velocity of the interface

uz

Axial component of the velocity

u

Provisional, non-divergence free velocity

V

Drop velocity

w

Tangential component of the velocity of the material points of the interface

W

Strain energy density function

x

Equilibrium surfactant coverage, x = Γeq/Γ∞

x

Position vector

xs

Position of interface

xsr

Position of interface in reference shape

xsi

Material point representing the interface
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2UR

2

z

Axial direction

Greek Symbols
α

Initial membrane strain

αd

Surfactant desorption coefficient



Gibb’s elasticity number

γ

Surface tension

Γ

Surfactant concentration on the interface

γeq

Equilibrium Surface tension

Γeq

Equilibrium surfactant concentration on the interface

γo

Surface tension without surfactants

Γ∞

Maximum surfactant concentration on the interface



Provisional surfactant concentration

δ

Surfactant adsorption coefficient, Dirac delta function

P 

Extra pressure loss from drop in channel flow

θ

Azimuthal direction



Dimensionless drop size  

m

Meridional curvature

 mr

Reference Meridional curvature



Azimuthal curvature

 r

Reference Azimuthal curvature

λ

Drop to bulk viscosity ratio

λm

Meridional stretch ratio

λmo

Initial meridional stretch ratio

λθ

Azimuthal stretch ratio

aeq
R
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λθo

Initial azimuthal stretch ratio

i2

Eigenvalue of deformation tensor FsT  Fs

μ

Fluid viscosity

μi

Fluid viscosity in phase i



Nondimensional viscosity

ν

Poisson ratio

νs

Surface Poisson ratio

Π

Fluid stress tensor

ρ

Fluid density

ρi

Fluid density in phase i

τ

Deviatoric component of the fluid stress tensor

ϕ

Volume fraction in an Eulerian cell



Pressure like variable in projection method

w

Rigid channel Boundaries



Gradient operator

s

Surface gradient operator,  s  (I  nn) 
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Appendix B

Multigrid Algorithm
1. Smooth Ax = b on the finest grid
2. Calculate the residual r = Ax-b and restrict r to a coarser grid r → rc
3. Smooth Acxc = rc where Ac is the coarse grid representation of A
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 on coarser grids until coarsest grid is reached
5. Prolongate the coarsest solution xccc to a finer grid xccc → ycc
6. Correct the solution on the finer grid with the coarse grid solution xcc = xcc+ycc
7. Smooth Accxc = rcc , Prolongate the coarse solution to a finer grid xcc → yc
8. Repeat steps 6 and 7 until the finest grid is reached
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Appendix C

Preconditioned BiCGstab Algorithm
1) Compute r(0) =b-Ax(0), where x(0) is some initial guess
2) Choose a shadow residual r,̃ we take r ̃ =1 for simplicity
3) For i = 1,2 …
a) ρi-1 = rT̃ ⋅r(i-1)
i) if i = 1
(1) p(i) = r(i-1)
ii) else
(1) Βi-1 = (ρi-1/ρi-2)(αi-1/ωi-1)
(2) p(i)=r(i-1)+Βi-1(p(i-1)-ωi-1v(i-1))
b) solve Mp̂ = p(i), apply multigrid preconditioner on p(i)
c) v(i)=Ap̂
d) α(i)= ρ(i-1)/ rT̃ ⋅ v(i)
e) s=r(i-1)-α(i)v(i)
f) solve Mŝ =s, apply multigrid preconditioner on s
g) t=Aŝ
h) ω(i)=(tT⋅ s)/(tT⋅ t)
i) x(i)=x(i-1)+αip̂ +ω(i)ŝ
j) r(i)=s-ω(i)t
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k) check for convergence
4) end
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